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Abstract

Quasi-linear convective system (QLCS) tornadoes have become an active area of re-

search over the last several years. Through numerical simulations, it is theorized that

QLCS vortex formation occurs near the surface in a quick response to heterogeneities

along the baroclinic zone at the leading edge of the system. The mechanisms respon-

sible for the development of vorticity in the lowest tens of meters involve storm-scale

processes such as downdrafts, rear inflow jets, and friction from land interactions. The

Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) systems contain operational algorithms that can

observe storm-scale dynamic features taking advantage of the quality of the WSR-88D

network. Blending numerous WSR-88D radars surrounding a target QLCS can pro-

vide a more complete three-dimensional image compared to a single radar view that

captures storm-scale characteristics at both the low and upper levels, blended onto

a 0.01◦ latitude by 0.01◦ longitude (∼1 km) and 0.005◦ latitude by 0.005◦ longitude

(∼500 m) horizontal grid space. This study highlights testing of currently operational

(e.g., dual-pol products and azimuthal shear) and experimental MRMS products (e.g.,

divergent shear and total shear) that aid in detecting QLCS meso-γ-scale (2–40 km)

vortices and subsequent tornadoes in both the pre-tornadic and tornadic phases.

A total of 107 tornadic and 139 non-tornadic mesovortices are examined over 13

QLCS events spanning from 2019 through 2022. It was found that tornadic mesovor-

tices often display deep, transient plumes of significantly enhanced cyclonic shear rel-

ative to non-tornadic mesovortices during the pre-tornadic phase. Further, signals

displaying a significantly higher magnitude of mid-to-upper level divergence and low-

to-mid level specific differential phase (KDP) is illustrated, indicative of transient

precipitation-loaded updraft pulses manifesting during the hour prior tornadogene-

sis. Additionally, the ambient environment in which tornadic mesovortices manifest

are characterized with steeper most unstable lifted condensation level (MULFC) lapse

rates and higher surface-based CAPE relative to their non-tornadic counterpart. Higher

xi



0–3 km AGL and 0–6 km AGL are also evident in tandem with higher 0–1 km AGL

and 0–3 km AGL storm relative helicity (SRH). Non-tornadic mesovortices are often

characterized with a higher magnitude of cyclonic shear and convergent shear at the

near-surface relative to their tornadic counterpart during the period prior to their peak

in 0–1 km AGL layer-maximum azimuthal shear. High variability and significant over-

lap in the interquartile range exists for all operational and experimental products for

all tornadic and non-tornadic mesovortices retained in the dataset, indicating that the

processes involved in QLCS tornado formation can vary on a case-by-case basis.

xii



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.0.1 QLCS Mesovortexgenesis

Mesovortices within quasi-linear convective systems (QLCSs) have been studied through

the use of numerical simulations and observations (e.g., Forbes and Wakimoto, 1983;

Przybylinski, 1995; Davis and Galarneau, 2009; Goodnight et al., 2022; Lovell and

Parker, 2022). Numerical modeling studies have continued to investigate the origins

of low-level rotation acquired in the lowest tens of meters for all types of mesoscale

convective complexes (MCCs) including mesoscale convective systems (MCS), bow-

echoes, and QLCSs in an effort to understand and anticipate tornadogensis within

these systems (Davies-Jones, 2000; Weisman and Trapp, 2003; Trapp and Weisman,

2003; Wakimoto et al., 2006; Boyer and Dahl, 2020; Marion and Trapp, 2021; Tochimoto

and Niino, 2022). There exist a few proposed mechanisms that explain the develop-

ment of positive vertical vorticity in the lowest tens of meters that aid in the QLCS

mesovortexgenesis process.

The process of upward vortex-line tilting via the downdraft is an important mech-

anism for the development of meso-γ-scale (2–40 km) vortices (herein referred to as

mesovortices) along the leading edge of QLCS storms first proposed by Davies-Jones

and Brooks (1993). Pre-existing horizontal vorticity, or vortex lines, induced either

baroclinically due to the interaction of temperature and density gradients between the
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storm’s cold pool and the ambient environment or frictionally due to surface-land in-

teractions (e.g., Flournoy and Coniglio, 2019; Boyer and Dahl, 2020; Tochimoto and

Niino, 2022), can be oriented parallel to the leading edge of the QLCS. A surge in the

storm’s downdraft can act as a forcing mechanism, able to lift, tilt and subsequently

stretch the existing horizontal vorticity into the vertical by the storm’s updraft, form-

ing a vortex pair at both ends of the bowing segment (Fig. A.1). The resulting location

of the cyclonic and anticyclonic member relative to the apex of the bowing segment is

determined by the 0–2.5 km above ground layer (AGL) environmental wind shear vec-

tor. Weisman and Davis (1998) found that when the resulting shear vector is easterly

(i.e., the magnitude of the horizontal wind field decreases with increasing height), the

cyclonic member is shown to reside north of the apex while the anticyclonic member

resides to the south of the apex (Fig. A.2a). However, when the resulting shear vector

is westerly (i.e., the magnitude of the horizontal wind field increases with increasing

height), the cyclonic member resides to the south of the apex while the anticyclonic

member resides to the north of the apex (Fig. A.2b).

For the ambient environment to manifest an idealized easterly 0–2.5 km AGL shear

vector, the near-surface horizontal velocity field must be of greater magnitude relative

to the horizontal velocity field aloft. Additionally, the near-surface velocity field must

be westerly. An idealized example of this is found after an outflow surge, where the

near-surface velocity field is westerly and of greater magnitude relative to the velocity

field aloft (Weisman and Davis, 1998). In this idealized sense, the magnitude of the

horizontal flow field decreases with increasing height atop the storm’s cold pool (Fig.

A.2a; Weisman and Davis, 1998). Subsequently, the forcing for ascent by the downdraft

acts to lift and tilt pre-existing horizontal vortex lines into the vertical by means of

an updraft (Fig. A.2a). This process has been shown numerically to occur in both

QLCSs as well as supercell thunderstorms (e.g., Markowski and Richardson, 2014;
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Dahl et al., 2014; Rotunno et al., 2017; Boyer and Dahl, 2020). In QLCSs however,

this process subsequently produces a vortex couplet where the cyclonic (anticyclonic)

member resides to the north (south) of the apex of the bowing segment (Fig. A.2a).

An idealized scenario in which westerly 0–2.5 km AGL shear can manifest is when

a surge in storm-induced outflow is weak coupled with strong ambient 0–2.5 km AGL

shear. In this instance, a smaller magnitude of westerly near-surface flow exists as

stronger westerly flow resides atop the storm’s cold pool (Fig. A.2b). Unlike the pre-

vious example of vortex-line tilting via the updraft, forcing from the downdraft can

promote subsidence along the leading edge of the system which acts to suppress hor-

izontal vortex lines subsequently producing a vortex pair on both ends of the apex

(Fig. A.2b). This scenario, coined upward vortex line tilting via the downdraft (e.g.,

Trapp and Weisman, 2003; Weisman and Trapp, 2003) results in the cyclonic (anticy-

clonic) member residing to the south (north) of the apex of the bowing segment (Fig.

A.2b; Davies-Jones and Brooks, 1993; Weisman and Davis, 1998; Atkins and Laurent,

2009; Boyer and Dahl, 2020). In the Northern Hemisphere, the tilting and subsequent

stretching of planetary vorticity by means of the updraft can aid in the intensification

of the cyclonic member (Weisman and Trapp, 2003).

Atkins and Laurent (2009) describes the mechanisms responsible for the genera-

tion of a cyclonic-only mesovortex embedded in a simulated QLCS representative of

the 10 June 2003 Saint Louis bow echo observed during the Bow Echo and Mesoscale

Convective Vortex (MCV) Experiment (BAMEX; Davis et al., 2004). The cyclonic

mesovortex was located on a gradient of equivalent potential temperature (θe), noting

two source regions of parcels feeding into the development of the mesovortex (Fig.

A.3). One source region of parcels originate in high θe air at low-levels in the inflow

region while the other originates in low θe air behind the gust front aloft within the

descending rear-inflow jet (RIJ). Descending parcels were noted to position themselves
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largely parallel to the horizontal vorticity vectors, strongly suggesting that these par-

cel acquired streamwise horizontal vorticity on approach to the developing cyclonic

mesovortex. These parcels were then tilted and stretched by the updraft along the

storm’s gust front (Atkins and Laurent, 2009).

High θe parcels entering the developing mesovortex from the near inflow region

of the storm were shown to originate near the parcels’ nadir on the order of 200 m

AGL. Inflow parcels then encountered positive tilting, similar to descending parcels

approaching the mesovortex from the northwest behind the storm’s gust front (Atkins

and Laurent, 2009). However, the magnitude of positive streamwise vorticity acquired

from the inflow parcels were lower in magnitude when compared to the vertical vor-

ticity acquired by descending parcels. This result suggests that the descending low

θe parcels, originating behind the storm’s outflow, appear to be the most important

in generating and maintaining the cyclonic mesovortex through tilting of horizontal

streamwise vorticity (Atkins and Laurent, 2009).

Similar results related to parcel source regions of a cyclonic QLCS mesovortex is

discussed in Flournoy and Coniglio (2019), simulating a mature QLCS as part of the

Plains Elevated Convection at Night (PECAN) experiment that took place on 6 June

2015 in South Dakota. During the development stage of a strengthening cyclonic

mesovortex, parcel trajectories were shown to originate in the near-inflow region of

the storm and behind the storm’s gust front. Inflow parcels were shown to originate

at the low-levels, between 100–300 m AGL while descending parcels originate at 1

km AGL (Atkins and Laurent, 2009; Flournoy and Coniglio, 2019; Boyer and Dahl,

2020). Further, Flournoy and Coniglio (2019) showed that inflow parcels entering

the developing mesovortex had little vertical vorticity before reaching the gust front

and the storm’s updraft. However, parcels originating from the storm’s downdraft in

a developing RIJ behind the gust front had a higher magnitude of vertical vorticity
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acquired during descent on approach to the developing cyclonic mesovortex. These

parcels then began to ascend into the low-level updraft (Atkins and Laurent, 2009;

Flournoy and Coniglio, 2019).

The existence of horizontal vorticity along the leading edge of the system can be

induced baroclinically or mechanically through the effects of environmental wind shear

(e.g., Weisman and Trapp, 2003; Wheatley and Trapp, 2008; Atkins and Laurent,

2009; Schaumann and Przybylinski, 2012; Flournoy and Coniglio, 2019; Boyer and

Dahl, 2020; Tochimoto and Niino, 2022). However, numerical simulations have shown

that surface friction may play an important role in the generation of horizontal vor-

ticity prior to mesovortexgenesis and subsequent tornadogenesis in QLCS storms (e.g.,

Markowski et al., 2012; Schenkman et al., 2014; Schenkman and Xue, 2015; Xu et al.,

2015; Tochimoto and Niino, 2022).

A numerical simulation of a strong, long-lived QLCS mesovortex on 8-9 May 2007 in

central Oklahoma was performed by Schenkman et al. (2012). A backward trajectory

analysis from the low-level updraft of this mesovortex reveals the presence of a strong

rotor situated to the northwest of the simulated tornado-like vortex (TLV) in the

near-surface inflow1. When surface-friction is turned off in the simulation, the rotor

and TLV are absent, indicating that the rotor manifests by means of the modeled

surface-friction. The interaction between the storm outflow and frictionally generated

near-surface horizontal vorticity was identified as the primary factor responsible for the

formation of the rotor and subsequent TLV.

These studies suggest that surface friction may affect the horizontal vorticity by

modifying the wind profile at the near the surface, which in turn can enhance the hori-

zontal vorticity that is first generated by baroclinic processes (e.g., Roberts et al., 2016).

1Dahl et al. (2012) hypothesized that backward trajectory computations may be susceptible to
errors especially near strong confluent flow in the vicinity of simulated mesovortices. Location errors
in these trajectories primarily manifest as inflow trajectories that originate at the near-surface in the
inflow region of the simulated vortex.
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The inclusion of surface friction in a numerical simulation of a QLCS storm has been

found to significantly affect QLCS tornado intensity, its path, and its longevity that

was first observed in work by Schenkman et al. (2014). This highlights the importance

of considering surface friction when studying the acquisition of vertical vorticity needed

for QLCS mesovortexgenesis. However, the extent to which these methods adequately

incorporate the influence of friction remains uncertain (Davies-Jones, 2021). Semi-slip

boundary conditions incorporated in numerical simulations can spawn mesovortices

and subsequent TLVs atypically early in simulated time, resulting in atypical storm

behavior when compared to field observations (Davies-Jones, 2021).

An ingredients-based approach used heavily in current operational settings for antic-

ipating QLCS mesovortices was first proposed by Schaumann and Przybylinski (2012)

and coined the ”three-ingredients method” (3IM). 3IM details an ingredients-based

approach used to anticipate mesovortexgenesis in warm season QLCSs. Incorporated

in the 3IM is a balance between the low-level environmental wind shear and the storm-

induced cold pool. When a portion of the QLCS resides in an area in which the ambient

low-level shear balances the storm’s cold pool, or becomes slightly shear-dominant, the

result leads to upright updrafts able to tilt existing horizontal baroclinic vorticity into

the vertical via upward or downward vortex-line tilting processes described above for

mature QLCSs.

The second ingredient of the 3IM is where the 0–3 km line-normal bulk shear

magnitude is equal to or greater than 15 m s−1 (30 knots). Enhanced 0–3 km line-

normal bulk shear characterized in the ambient environment acts to sustain convection

at the leading edge of the system. The third ingredient involves an outflow-induced

bowing segment observed on radar reflectivity that is associated with a descending

rear-inflow jet (RIJ).
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Case studies detailing this method appear to be relevant for anticipating areas

within the storm capable of mesovortexgenesis (e.g., Gibbs, 2021; Goodnight et al.,

2022). However, nearly half of mesovortexgenesis events analyzed by Ungar (2022)

using proximity soundings were observed in sub-critical regimes relating the 0–3 km

line-normal wind shear magnitude. This result emphasizes that the QLCS mesovor-

texgenesis process is highly variable and can occur when the 0–3 km line-normal bulk

shear is below the 3IM threshold of 15 m s−1.

The final mechanism discussed on the relation to QLCS mesovortexgenesis is the

release of horizontal shearing instability (HSI) along the leading edge of the system.

An extraction of energy from the mean ambient flow along the horizontal plane is con-

verted into a maxima in vorticity (Conrad and Knupp, 2019). Numerical simulations

that examine the role of HSI in mesovortexgenesis show that the vorticity generated

is strongest at the near-surface which decreases with height up through 3 km AGL

(Lee and Wilhelmson, 1997a,b). A schematic displaying the mesovortexgenesis process

and subsequent tornadogenesis is outlined in figure A.4 adapted from the numerical

simulations performed by Lee and Wilhelmson (1997b).

Buban and Ziegler (2016) performed a numerical simulation to resolve time scales

at which mesovortices develop in an environment characterized by 16 m s−1 vertical

wind shear, favoring the release of HSI. Their analysis reveals that discrete mesovortices

develop 25-30 minutes into the simulation. Small time scales are apparent in relation

to mesovortexgenesis in environments that favor the release of HSI which produces

an additional operational forecasting challenge, should QLCS mesovortices begin the

tornadogenesis process.

The notion that not all QLCS mesovortices subsequently produce tornadoes creates

an additional forecasting challenge in the operational setting where lead times may not

be as adequate to that of supercell tornadoes (e.g., Brotzge et al., 2013). Namely, the
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three-ingredients method is used as a skillful ingredients-based approach to anticipate

tornado potential in QLCS mesovortices operationally.

1.0.2 Sensitivity of QLCS Mesovortices

QLCS mesovortices may last as long as a few hours, yet QLCS tornadoes may only

persist for a few minutes (Weisman and Trapp, 2003). Across the central and eastern

United States, over 21% of all tornado reports occur from QLCS storms (Ashley et al.,

2019). QLCS tornadoes are more prevalent at night when compared to right-moving

(RM) supercell tornadoes, and more often lack clear evidence of a condensation funnel

(Trapp et al., 2005; Ashley et al., 2019; Thompson, 2023). This creates the notion that

the majority of QLCS tornadoes are based on damage assessments, of which tornado

strength is often more weak (EF1 to EF2) with fewer strong (EF3+) relative to RM

supercell tornadoes (Trapp et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2012; Thompson, 2023).

This creates an operational forecasting and nowcasting challenge to anticipate tor-

nadoes from QLCS mesovortices due to their quick ”spin up” nature (e.g., Trapp et al.,

1999; Brotzge et al., 2013). A timely effort must be made to identify and diagnose

QLCS mesovortices whether entering their tornadic phase or remaining non-tornadic

to save both life and property.

In environments characterized by shear magnitudes of 15 m s−1 or less in the 0–2.5

km or 0–5 km AGL layer, Weisman and Trapp (2003) found that the QLCS mesovor-

tices materialized are significantly weaker, shallower, and shorter-lived compared to

deep and stronger mesovortices when the environmental shear vector exceeds 20 m

s−1 or greater in these layers. Strong mesovortices, as noted by Lovell and Parker

(2022) exhibit greater depth and longevity, increasing the likelihood of detection in

an operational setting by the current radar network across the continental United

States (CONUS). Strong mesovortices often display sustained surface vorticity and
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near-ground updrafts for several minutes while weak mesovortices may lack this super-

position, but often display impressive mid-level vorticity and mid-level updraft intensity

(Lovell and Parker, 2022).

The numerical simulations performed by Lovell and Parker (2022) notes a lack

in cyclonic-anticyclonic mesovortex couplets which contradicts past numerical studies

(e.g., Weisman and Trapp, 2003; Atkins and Laurent, 2009). Yet, this finding high-

lights the importance of ambient streamwise vorticity in QLCS environments. When

comparing tornadic mesovortices from their non-tornadic counterpart, it was found

that nearly 20% of non-tornadic events briefly displayed a collocation of low-level up-

draft and low-level vertical vorticity, similar to the vertical structure in their simulated

tornadic events (Lovell and Parker, 2022). If the residence time is increased for parcels

entering the collocation of vertical vorticity and the updraft, the probability for a

surface-vortex to manifest is increased (Lovell and Parker, 2022). The characteristics

that best distinguish tornadic potential in QLCS vortex structures are namely reflec-

tivity and radial velocity confined to the lowest 1 km AGL, which poses a challenge

for detection since adequate radar coverage is confined to close-proximity of the radar

itself (e.g., Davis and Parker, 2014).

Distributions of environmental parameters such as 0–3 km lapse rate and 0–3 km

convective available potential energy (CAPE) are shown to be significantly different be-

tween weaker and stronger mesovortices (Lovell and Parker, 2022). Yet, the magnitudes

of these differences are much smaller compared to the fields themselves indicating that

operational forecasters may struggle to distinguish tornadic potential when assessing

QLCS mesovortices using environmental parameters alone.

For tornadic QLCS mesovortices, sensitivity experiments were conducted regarding

QLCS tornado intensity performed by Marion and Trapp (2021). Through their nu-

merical simulations, additional curvature to the hodograph (i.e., enhanced deep layer
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shear) produced stronger and longer-lived TLVs. Their work also highlights that TLV

intensity is highly correlated to the parent low-level mesocyclone width (r2 = 0.61). A

weaker correlation exists between low-level updraft intensity and TLV intensity (r2 =

0.41). In other words, their work highlights that the width of the low-level mesocyclone

has influence in the intensity of the simulated TLVs. Stronger TLVs are associated with

wider mesocyclones coupled with strong deep layer shear in the lowest 6 km regardless

of the low-level updraft intensity.

Numerical simulations have highlighted a few important features related to the

genesis of tornadoes occurring after the manifestation of intense low-mid level rotation

(e.g., Davies-Jones et al., 2001; Schenkman et al., 2012; Boyer and Dahl, 2020; Marion

and Trapp, 2021; Houser et al., 2022; Goodnight et al., 2022; Tochimoto and Niino,

2022). A conceptual model of tornadogensis discussed in Schenkman et al. (2012)

includes an updraft that forms along the leading edge of the bowing segment which

acts to tilt and subsequently stretch crosswise southward-oriented vortex lines, forming

a vortex arc and subsequent vortex pair on both ends of the bowing segment (e.g.,

Trapp and Weisman, 2003; Tochimoto and Niino, 2022). Preference is given to the

cyclonic member given the presence of background cyclonic vorticity in the northern

hemisphere (e.g., Trapp and Weisman, 2003). As the cyclonic circulation begins to

intensify, an increase in the low-level horizontal flow is realized ahead of the gust front

while the generation of horizontal vorticity at the near-surface may be caused by surface

drag (e.g., Schenkman et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2015; Tochimoto and Niino, 2022). This

horizontal rotor is then forced to rise from ascent driven by the reinforced forward flank

gust front (FFGF) after a surge in westerly momentum is caused by downdrafts from

within the storm, leading to an intense low-level updraft (Schenkman et al., 2012).

Concentrated vorticity surrounding the cyclonic mesovortex is then stretched by the

intense low-level updraft, leading to the genesis of a simulated TLV (Schenkman et al.,
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2012). This process is demonstrated for one QLCS that occurred on 8-9 May 2007, so

the processes described may be limited by the experimental design (Schenkman et al.,

2012).

1.0.3 Single-Radar Case Studies

Previous studies have used single-radar azimuthal shear or rotational velocity as a

way to identify, study, and track mesovortices (Atkins et al., 2004, 2005; Davis and

Parker, 2014). In a case study performed by Atkins et al. (2004), this work details

the evolution of the 29 June 1998 derecho that propagated through Southeastern Iowa

and eastern Illinois. After tracking seven tornadic and six non-tornadic mesovortices

embedded within the bowing segment using rotational velocity, it was found that these

tornadic mesovortices tend to be stronger in rotational magnitude and deeper in the

column relative to their non-tornadic counterparts (Atkins et al., 2004). Similar results

are discussed in a separate case study that details a bow echo occurring on 10 June

2003 near St. Louis, Missouri (Atkins et al., 2005). Using single-radar azimuthal shear

in lieu of single-radar rotational velocity, tornadic mesovortices embedded within the

system consistently retain stronger rotation in the 0–3 km AGL layer which deepened

in the minutes prior to tornadogenesis.

A larger sample size of tornadic and non-tornadic QLCS mesovortices occurring in

environments characterized by high shear (0–6 km bulk wind difference ≥18 m s−1 [35

knots]) and low CAPE (< 500 J kg−1) was performed by Davis and Parker (2014) using

single-radar azimuthal shear. This study tracked 95 tornadic and 135 non-tornadic

mesovortices and recorded azimuthal shear along the vortex tracks in both supercell

and non-supercell convective modes.

Their results display statistically significant differences in the evolution of azimuthal

shear between non-supercell tornadic and non-tornadic mesovortices within a 60 km
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range of the radar below 1.3◦ in elevation (beam height < 1.4 km AGL). Non-supercell

tornadic mesovortices display a larger magnitude in azimuthal shear nearly ten minutes

prior to tornadogensis up through 1.4 km AGL. This is a result consistent with previous

work and observations detailed in Atkins et al. (2004, 2005). Beyond 60 km in range

from the radar, there were no statistically significant results able to distinguish non-

supercell tornadic from non-tornadic mesovortices using single-radar azimuthal shear

alone.

For High-Shear, Low-CAPE (HSLC) non-supercell mesovortices that became tor-

nadic, azimuthal shear had increased in the minutes leading up to tornadogenesis while

mesovortices that remained non-tornadic either decreased in magnitude of azimuthal

shear, or remained in a quasi-steady state at 0.5◦ elevation within 60 km in range

(beam height < 0.5 km AGL). Statistically significant differences in azimuthal shear

were apparent for these mesovortices at the 95% confidence level from 5–10 min before

to 1–5 min after the tornado or the issuance of the tornado warning for non-tornadic

mesovortices. Physically, these results suggest that the low-level rotation increases in

the minutes prior to tornadogensis in non-supercell tornadic mesovortices, yet rotation

remains in a near quasi-steady state for non-tornadic mesovortices (Davis and Parker,

2014).

1.0.4 Multi-Radar Capabilities

Unlike the methods described in Davis and Parker (2014), where a single radar is used

for analysis, this study incorporates a three-dimensional gridded analysis of WSR-

88D observations via the Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) system (Smith et al.,

2016a) to explore properties of mature QLCSs. The MRMS system combines data from

multiple radar sources to create a more comprehensive and accurate representation of

the storm structure. In this case, the main objective of this work is to incorporate radar
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observations from multiple WSR-88Ds to create a three-dimensional gridded analysis of

the parent QLCS, which can be analyzed to better understand the dynamics of QLCS

mesovortices at all levels throughout its life cycle.

Performing this blend will allow most QLCS mesovortices identified to remain in

close proximity to radars that are used in blending, keeping consistent with meth-

ods described in the previous literature for single-radar mesovortex observations (e.g.,

Atkins et al., 2004, 2005; Davis and Parker, 2014). This is important because it allows

for a more thorough representation about the evolution of tornadic and non-tornadic

QLCS mesovortices.

For this analysis, QLCS mesovortices are identified and tracked in time to discover

differences in which tornadic (non-tornadic) mesovortices behave prior to tornadogene-

sis (peak maturity in rotational velocity) across the central and eastern United States.

Understanding how tornadic and non-tornadic mesovortices behave can help to improve

QLCS tornado forecasting and warning decisions in the operational setting. Specifi-

cally, this work aims to identify statistically significant differences in QLCS mesovortex

evolution using gridded MRMS products. Further, the main objective of the work pre-

sented herein is to determine which MRMS derived products are the most effective

in differentiating tornadic mesovortices from their non-tornadic counterparts in QLCS

storms. The acquisition of level II radar observations and the methods performed to

construct this analysis will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 2

Data & Methods

To ensure this analysis is current, only QLCS storms occurring in or after the year

2019 were included in the dataset (Table A.1). The selection of each event date was

based on subjective criteria to ensure that the dominant mode of convection resembles

a QLCS mode and that all mesovortices at the time of tornadogenesis (tornadic) or

peak rotational velocity (non-tornadic) occurred along the leading edge of the parent

QLCS. Following suit with previous convective mode classification schemes, a QLCS

event must resemble a well-defined bow echo and line observed on radar reflectivity

(e.g., Smith et al., 2012; Ashley et al., 2019). Further, each QLCS event consists of

contiguous reflectivity at or above 40 dBZ with a length-to-width ratio of at least 3 to

1, following the convective mode classification scheme in Trapp et al. (2005).

The dataset developed and analyzed in this study includes a total of 13 QLCS

events occurring in different regions of the CONUS (Table A.2; The regions of the

CONUS defined in this study are shown in Figure A.5). A total of 107 tornadic and

139 non-tornadic QLCS mesovortices are identified and each mesovortex is tracked in

time by means of azimuthal shear (Fig. A.6).

2.0.1 Data Acquisition

For each QLCS event in the dataset, single-radar WSR-88D Level II observations are

retrieved from the Amazon Web Service (AWS) database for each radar included in
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the blended suite. The number of radars used in the blend for each event is provided in

Table A.1. To ensure reliable three-dimensional gridded products, a minimum of four

radars are required for the following analysis. The selection of radars used in the blend

is based on their proximity to the parent QLCS. Radars located within a range of less

than 100 km from the parent storm provide higher spatial resolution at the lowest levels

(i.e., less than 3 km AGL) relative to radars situated in farther proximity (i.e., greater

than 100 km in range) due to the effects of beam broadening (e.g., Giangrande and

Ryzhkov, 2003; Ryzhkov, 2007; Gorgucci and Baldini, 2015). However, with multiple

radars observing storm characteristics, each at their own respective beam heights above

radar level (ARL) and look-angles relative to the parent storm, the limitations of using

single-radar for analyses (i.e., beam broadening, beam elevation, and rotation signals

relative to the orientation of the beam) are mitigated.

The observational period for each QLCS event was subjectively determined and

rounded to the nearest hour. In some cases, the dominant mode of convection is initially

discrete supercells in the subdomain of interest, prior to the initiation of the QLCS.

However, as the initially discrete storms grow upscale into a QLCS mode through

storm-induced outflow interactions or upon the arrival of strong external forcing (e.g.,

Dial et al., 2010), the dominant mode of convection thus becomes the QLCS. The

start time of observation is defined as the time at which the QLCS becomes the dom-

inant mode of convection, rounded to the nearest hour (Table A.2). The end time

of observation is defined as the time at which the QLCS enters its dissipation stage,

accompanied by no organized rotation along the leading edge of the system and/or a

maximum reflectivity of the system falling below 40 dBZ. The ending time was also

rounded to the nearest hour.
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2.0.2 Operational and Experimental Products

The suite of algorithms housed under the Warning Decision Support System-Integrated

Information (WDSS-II; Lakshmanan et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2016b) is employed to

derive various products from the acquired Level II data. For each WSR-88D used

in the blend, radial velocity was subject to dealiasing using the Radar Operations

Center (ROC) two-dimensional velocity dealiasing algorithm (2DVDA) before MRMS

products were computed (e.g., Jing and Wiener, 1993; Conway and Hondl, 1997; Losey-

Bailor et al., 2019).

The computation of azimuthal and divergent shear (herein referred to as AzShear

and DivShear, respectively) on a single WSR-88D radar involves utilizing the Linear

Least Squares Derivative (LLSD) method on the dealiased radial velocity data (Smith

and Elmore, 2004; Mahalik et al., 2019). The set of equations aimed at quantifying

the gradients in radar observations yields part of the radial (divergent) and azimuthal

(rotational) components of horizontal shear, estimating one-half of the two-dimensional

horizontal divergence and vertical vorticity equations, respectively (Mahalik et al.,

2019). The LLSD algorithm is housed within the w2circ algorithm in the WDSS-II

framework (Lakshmanan et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2016b; Mahalik et al., 2019). This

algorithm is used to compute all MRMS products advertised herein.

Both AzShear and DivShear represent the LLSD gradients on the radial velocity

fields where positive (negative) AzShear values represent cyclonic (anticyclonic) rota-

tion across an azimuth and positive (negative) DivShear values represent divergence

(convergence) along a radial (Mahalik et al., 2019). Strong circulations often surpass

an AzShear magnitude of ±0.01 s−1 where the most intense circulations can obtain an

AzShear magnitude in excess of ±0.05 s−1 (Mahalik et al., 2019).

DivShear is an experimental product aimed at highlighting substorm-scale features

such as convergence boundaries, storm-top divergence, and downbursts (e.g., Smith and
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Elmore, 2004; Heinselman et al., 2008; Mahalik et al., 2019). DivShear is calculated

in units of s−1, identical to the units of AzShear. Since rotation signatures are often

compact and near-circular, Mahalik et al. (2019) discusses that quasi-linear features,

such as convergence boundaries, are resolved as a function of the radar viewing angle.

For instance, a convergence zone at the leading edge of a bowing segment from a mature

QLCS may be oriented parallel to the radar beam, resulting in locally lower AzShear

and DivShear magnitudes when performing a single-radar analysis.

To compute the radial and azimuth components of the LLSD, the dealiased radial

velocity data undergo a gate-relative 3x3 median filter to reduce noise found within the

signal. The normal, linear, least squares derivatives for the radial (Eq. 2.1), azimuthal

(Eq. 2.2), and constant (Eq. 2.3) components adapted from equations 6a-6c in Mahalik

et al. (2019) are shown where

∂R

∂ur

= 0 =
mxn∑
k=0

2(−uk + u0 + ur∆rk + uθ∆θk)wk∆rk (2.1)

∂R

∂uθ

= 0 =
mxn∑
k=0

2(−uk + u0 + ur∆rk + uθ∆θk)wk∆θk (2.2)

∂R

∂u0

= 0 =
mxn∑
k=0

2(−uk + u0 + ur∆rk + uθθk)wk. (2.3)

For these sets of equations, R represents the sum of squares while ur, uθ, and

u0 represent the radial, azimuthal, and constant components (shears) of the radial

velocity fields, respectively. Both m and n represent the LLSD kernel dimensions in

the azimuthal (i = 0 to i = m) and radial (j = 0 to j = n) directions, respectively with

k denoting each point (i, j) within the kernel itself. Both ∆θk and ∆rk represent the

offset in azimuth and range at point k within the kernel, respectively from the kernel

center (θ = 0, r = 0). wk is the weighting coefficient applied at each point k within the
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LLSD kernel. Illustrating complete derivation of the LLSD algorithm used to compute

azimuthal and divergent shears is beyond the scope of this work, the reader is referred

to Mahalik et al. (2019).

Following the AzShear and DivShear computations, a reflectivity mask is applied to

the computed AzShear values over the LLSD kernel to address the unreliability of radial

velocities co-located with poorly returned signal from the radar. In earlier versions of

the LLSD algorithm, AzShear would be removed if the corresponding radar reflectivity

at the same gate was less than 20 dBZ. However, this logic has been proven to be too

drastic as mesocyclones and embedded mesovortices in convective systems can occur

in weak echo regions (e.g.; Funk et al., 1999; Mahale et al., 2012). Consequently, this

process was modified in an effort to retain AzShear found in the weak echo regions

of convective systems by dilating the reflectivity. After the AzShear computation,

reflectivity is dilated 5-fold on the polar grid to smooth over noise in the reflectivity

returns. AzShear still found in gates with dilated reflectivity below 20 dBZ are then

excluded. This process is repeated for every elevation angle native to the WSR-88D.

Each radar’s corresponding AzShear and DivShear magnitudes are placed onto a 0.005◦

latitude by 0.005◦ longitude (∼500 m) horizontal grid space.

Velocity gradient (herein referred to as total shear) is the third MRMS product

used to analyze the QLCS mesovortices retained in the dataset. Total shear is simply

the magnitude between the azimuthal and divergent shears shown in equation 2.4

VT =
√

A2
s ∗D2

s (2.4)

where VT is the total shear, As
2 is the squared quantity of AzShear, and Ds

2 is

the squared quantity of DivShear. Total shear is derived for each WSR-88D used in

the blend and placed onto the identical 0.005◦ latitude by 0.005◦ longitude grid space.
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Reflectivity, dealiased radial velocity, and other dual-polarization products are placed

onto a 0.01◦ latitude by 0.01◦ longitude (∼ 1 km) horizontal grid space. The vertical

resolution of all products remain consistent that stretch from 250 m between 0.25–3

km AGL to 500 m from 3–9 km AGL and finally to 1 km from 9–20 km AGL.

To obtain a two-dimensional field of AzShear, DivShear, and total shear, the vertical

layer-maximum is computed where the highest value within a specified vertical layer

is kept. For instance, 0–1 km AGL layer-maximum AzShear is simply the maximum

value of AzShear taken at each grid point between the lowest elevation angle and the

elevation angle(s) with a beam height below 1 km AGL. For this analysis, the 0–1 km

AGL, 0–3 km AGL, 4–6 km AGL, and 6–10 km AGL layers are used to evaluate vortex

evolution during the pre-tornadic or pre-maturity phase for tornadic and non-tornadic

QLCS mesovortices, respectively.

The elevation angles used to compute the 0–1 km layer maximum products on the

grid space include radar returns below 1◦ elevation while excluding all radar observa-

tions above 7◦ in elevation. If the beam height between 1◦ and 7◦ exceeds 1 km AGL,

the radar data is excluded. For 0–3 km AGL layer maximum products, radar returns

below 1◦ elevation are included while data above 20◦ elevation is excluded. Similar as

before, if the beam height between 1◦ and 20◦ exceeds 3 km AGL, this data is also

excluded. The 4–6 km AGL layer retains data below 9◦ elevation and excludes data

above 36◦ elevation. The 6–10 km AGL layer retains data below 36◦ elevation and

excludes data above 60◦ in elevation. If the WSR-88D does not include observations

from elevation angles described here, the data retained or discarded will match the

range of elevation angles retained or discarded depending on the layer-maximum that

is being computed.
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2.0.3 Multi-Radar Blending

Following the computations of AzShear, DivShear, and total shear on each WSR-88D

used for blending, these products, along with reflectivity, radial velocity, and dual-

polarization products are then merged onto the three dimensional grid space using the

w2merger algorithm housed in the WDSS-II framework (Lakshmanan et al., 2006).

When merging scalar data (e.g., AzShear, DivShear, reflectivity, etc.) onto a grid

point in the volume grid (herein referred to as a voxel), the value of the voxel becomes

the weighted sum of all observations from each gate at the location of the voxel since

there could exist multiple radar estimates from each radar that is being used in the

blend. For instance, Lakshmanan et al. (2006) describes that in the case of a Terminal

Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) volume scan, there could be multiple scans at the

same elevation angle, producing multiple data points that straddle the voxel. To resolve

this discrepancy, the data are weighted by distance and the most current data point is

used. The weight of an observation (δ; Eq. 2.5) is given by

δ = δe exp

[
−
(
t2r2

β

)]
, (2.5)

δe = exp
[
α3 ln(0.005)

]
(2.6)

where δe is the elevation angle weight (Eq. 2.6), α is angular separation of the voxel

from the center of the beam of an elevation scan as a fraction of either the beamwidth or

the angular distance to the next higher or lower beam, t is the time difference between

the time when the radar observation was made and the time of the grid, r is the range

gate from where the observation was taken, and β is a constant of 17.36 s2 km2, a

number chosen through experimentation by Lakshmanan et al. (2006).
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For example, AzShear estimates from a single WSR-88D is a function of the beam

angle relative to the mesovortex itself. Therefore, when merging multiple AzShear esti-

mates onto the grid space, each radar will sample a different AzShear magnitude of the

same vortex. The weighted sum of all measurements will become the value placed onto

the grid space and used herein. The weighted sum becomes a more accurate estimate

about the nature of the mesovortex being sampled, rather than using azimuthal shear

derived from a single-radar with one beam angle (Lakshmanan et al., 2006).

The temporal resolution of each radar within the blended suite is unique, typically

on the order of 5 minutes or less when convection is present within the radar’s do-

main (e.g., Brown et al., 2000). Since the radars are not synchronized when merged

together, their update times remain native to the instrument, leading to asynchronous

updates in the three-dimensional gridded volume. Consequently, a portion of the three-

dimensional gridded space may update in reflectivity while other portions remain fixed

at the previous reflectivity scan, resulting in an incomplete representation of the current

state of the system due to the asynchronicity in temporal resolution, causing spatial

errors. However, Lakshmanan et al. (2006) discusses that if the radar coverage pat-

terns (VCPs) were synchronized, it would not be possible to sample convection using

multiple radars at different heights almost simultaneously due to the storm residing at

multiple distances relative to each radar (Lakshmanan et al., 2006). Since asynchronic-

ity exists among all radars used in the blend, the temporal resolution of the volume

grid is set at two minutes in an effort to reduce spatial errors and smudging of the

cells (Lakshmanan et al., 2006). The reader is referred to Lakshmanan et al. (2006)

for more information regarding multi-radar blending and its capabilities.
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2.0.4 Mesovortex Identification

Table A.1 references the total count of tornadic and non-tornadic QLCS mesovortices

identified in each QLCS storm. Azimuthal shear in the 0–1 km AGL layer (herein re-

ferred to as AzShear01) is used to subjectively identify both tornadic and non-tornadic

mesovortices in each QLCS event. This was done to ensure similar characteristics

exist between tornadic mesovortices and their non-tornadic counterparts. However,

the methods employed to identify and retain tornadic events differ from those used to

identify and retain non-tornadic events.

Each tornadic QLCS vortex retained in the dataset is associated with a damage

path defined in the National Weather Service (NWS) Damage Assessment Toolkit

(DAT). The latitude and longitude coordinates of the path, the time of the initial

tornado report, and the strength of each tornado on the Enhanced Fujita (EF) scale

are recorded. Tornadic mesovortices are identified by collocating the local maxima in

AzShear01 with the time of the start of the damage path.

A primary focus of this work is to understand the evolution of the pre-tornadic

and post-tornadic phase using blended MRMS products. Thus, each tornadic vortex is

tracked backward and forward in time relative to the time of the start of the damage

path. This time is referred to as t0. The methods that describe the tracking algorithms

used to track tornadic and non-tornadic mesovortices will be discussed in the following

section of this chapter.

Identifying a non-tornadic vortex (herein referred to as a null vortex) presents a

greater challenge in terms of both its identification using AzShear01 and determining

an analogous timestamp to tornadogenesis for tracking purposes (i.e., its t0). This

challenge is due to the absence of any distinct meteorological phenomenon or impact

documented during the vortex’s lifetime (e.g., visual documentation of meteorological
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phenomena, a damage path, or a local storm report). To keep this analysis as con-

trolled as possible, the definition of a null vortex must resemble similar characteristics

to their tornadic counterpart. All tornadic mesovortices retained in the dataset are cy-

clonic in nature, therefore any anticyclonic null mesovortex is excluded. An analysis of

AzShear01 throughout the lifetime of tornadic mesovortices illustrate that the majority

of these mesovortices are characterized by AzShear01 at or just above 0.01 s−1 at some

instance(s) during their lifetime where the median value of AzShear01 following all

tornadic mesovortices in the dataset is approximately 0.012 s−1 (Fig. A.7). Therefore,

a null mesovortex is best defined as having an isolated local maxima in AzShear01 in

excess of 0.01 s−1 that resides in close proximity to the leading edge of the QLCS where

no tornado or wind damage report is documented within a 50 km radius. Following

the null vortex through time over the course of its life-cycle, the time at which AzS-

hear01 is maximized along the null vortex path represents the most probable time for

a tornado to occur, yielding the time that is analogous to tornadogenesis for tornadic

mesovortices and thus referred to as t0 in null mesovortices. This is time is coined

peak-maturity, since AzShear01 is maximized which by definition includes the time of

peak rotational velocity.

2.0.5 Vortex Tracking Algorithms

After t0 has been established for each mesovortex identified, both tornadic and null

mesovortices are tracked forwards and backwards in time relative to the start of the

damage path or the time of peak maturity, respectively. Time bounds were set at a

maximum of ± 60 minutes relative to t0. To increase confidence in the accuracy of the

tracks used for the results, three tracking algorithms are incorporated and compared.

Each tracking algorithm is designed with unique methods used to track the center of

each mesovortex and is discussed in-depth here.
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A tracking algorithm was developed for this work to track all mesovortices retained

in the dataset. This algorithm is coined Tracking AzShear in QLCS Storms (TRAQS).

First, a 0.12◦ latitude by 0.12◦ longitude (∼13 km) box surrounding the location of

maximum AzShear01 is drawn at the time of tornadogensis or peak maturity (t0). To

derive the vortex’s track throughout the pre-tornadic or pre-maturity phase, the grid-

ded AzShear01 is allowed to change by one time step backwards as the box remains

fixed in space at t0. The location and magnitude of the new maxima within the box is

recorded and a new box of identical dimensions is placed around the new location of

peak AzShear01 at this new time step. The location of the new maximum in AzShear01

is recorded which represents the new location of the vortex center. This process contin-

ues until the magnitude of AzShear01 falls below a threshold of 0.006 s−1. An identical

process is used to track each mesovortex in the post-tornadic or post-maturity phase

except AzShear01 is allowed to change forward in time as the box from the previous

time step remains fixed in space.

The second tracking algorithm incorporated in this analysis is the Tracking and

Object-Based Analysis of Clouds (TOBAC; Heikenfeld et al., 2019). Specifically, the

feature detection capabilities of TOBAC was used to pinpoint the location of the

mesovortex center throughout its life cycle by means of a threshold of the input two-

dimensional field of interest. In this instance, AzShear01 was used to pinpoint the

vortex center with a threshold of 0.006 s−1. TOBAC’s feature detection incorporates

an erosion technique adapted from the scikit-image library (van der Walt et al., 2014)

to mitigate large interconnected regions of several features when regions are detected

above the input threshold. To do this, the erosion technique shrinks the identified

regions from the edges by a selected length or number of pixels (Heikenfeld et al., 2019).

Ultimately, this reduction removes the connecting ridges between the interconnected

features and enhances detection capabilities (Heikenfeld et al., 2019).
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At t0, TOBAC’s feature detection was incorporated to isolate the location of each

mesovortex on the grid space using AzShear01. When tracking the mesovortex forward

in time, the AzShear01 field progressed forward in time and new features were detected

by TOBAC. A distance filter was applied to isolate the features in proximity to the

previous vortex location. The distance filter retains newly detected mesovortices within

a 0.12◦ latitude by 0.12◦ longitude (∼13 km) box centered on the previous location of

the mesovortex. The new location of the vortex is recorded and this process continues

until the local maxima in AzShear01 falls below the threshold. This process is repeated

for tracking the mesovortex backward in time prior to t0. For more information on the

capabilities of TOBAC, the reader is referred to Heikenfeld et al. (2019).

The third algorithm incorporated in this comparison is the Tornado Probability

Algorithm (TORP; Sandmæl et al., 2023). This algorithm is built into the suite of

algorithms housed in the WDSS-II framework and uses gridded single-radar MRMS

products as predictors to estimate a probability of tornado occurrence in organized

convection. This is accomplished using machine learning techniques integrated into the

TORP framework. TORP ingests observations using single-radar analyses and tracks

the identified mesovortex through time, producing probabilistic guidance related to

tornadic potential over the course of its lifetime (Sandmæl et al., 2023).

TORP produces tornado probabilities using Level II single-radar data which in-

cludes reflectivity (ZH), dealiased radial velocity, velocity spectrum width (SW), and

other dual-polarization products including specific differential phase (ϕDP ), correlation

coefficient (ρHV ), and differential reflectivity (ZDR). The dealiasing algorithm used is

the Build 19 version of the 2DVDA, identical to the dealiasing algorithm used herein.

TORP identifies storm objects (i.e., a mesovortex) using an AzShear threshold of

0.006 s−1. These objects are identified by grouping radar gates displaying enhanced

AzShear at or above the threshold, indicative of high rotation using a depth-first search
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recursive algorithm (Tarjan, 1972; Sandmæl et al., 2023). Objects that consist of four

or less gates become discarded to reduce the total number of objects associated with

noise in the radial velocity returns, and must reside within 160 km from the radar itself

(Sandmæl et al., 2023).

TORP records the location of each object identified which is used as the mesovortex

track in this comparative analysis. To obtain a mesovortex track, TORP is initialized at

a t0 that corresponds to a particular mesovortex which becomes the object in question.

All required fields that TORP uses to produce its probabilistic guidance is fed into the

algorithm and these fields are allowed to progress forward in time while TORP records

the object location. This same process is repeated for the period prior to t0. Once

the local maxima in AzShear01 falls below the threshold, the track is complete. Given

that TORP uses single-radar fields only, the magnitude of AzShear01 in the single-radar

analysis may not match the magnitude of the AzShear01 in the multi-radar analysis

due to the beam angle relative to the axis of rotation of the mesovortex in question.

Therefore, the data provided by each radar used in the blend will produce slightly

different tracks for the same mesovortex. Since each mesovortex track produced by the

ingestion of each radars’ observations are quite similar, a track was picked at random

and used in the comparative analysis. To learn more about TORP and its capabilities,

the reader is referred to Sandmæl et al. (2023).

The distribution of vortex lifetime derived from each tracking algorithm is shown

in Fig. A.8. For all tornadic events, TRAQS displays the highest mean and median

of vortex lifetime whereas TOBAC displays the lowest (Fig. A.8a,c,e). The difference

in median lifetime between TRAQS and TOBAC is approximately 15 minutes. Since

TORP ingests single-radar observations, the azimuthal shear magnitude of each vortex

in this case is lower relative to the azimuthal shear magnitude when numerous radars

are blended together in the multi-radar analysis. This subsequently lowers the total
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sample size of both tornadic and null mesovortices able to be tracked due to the set

AzShear01 threshold of 0.006 s−1.

When using the random-walk technique in TOBAC, the majority of null mesovor-

tices are characterized with lifetimes less than 50 minutes, however both TRAQS and

TORP tracking algorithms display a more even spread in lifetime distributions for null

mesovortices (Fig. A.8b,d,f). Since there is no absolute ”truth” to a mesovortex track,

it is difficult to statistically compare the performance of each tracking algorithm and

isolate the best one to use in the corresponding analysis. Since there exist no signif-

icant differences between vortex lifetime and the tracks themselves, TRAQS will be

incorporated to track all mesovortices in the following analysis.
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Chapter 3

Operational and Experimental Product Analysis

In this study, a controlled experiment is conducted to ensure that comparable char-

acteristics of AzShear01 are present in both tornadic and null QLCS mesovortices. A

central hypothesis of this research posits that currently available operational products,

including AzShear, along with experimental products, such as DivShear and Total

Shear can illustrate differences about the evolution of tornadic and null mesovortices

in the QLCS storms retained in the dataset. Using the three-dimensional gridded

space, profiles of AzShear, DivShear, and Total Shear are generated along the path of

each mesovortex. This chapter will discuss the differences in tornadic and null QLCS

mesovortex evolution, providing insight into the utility of these products for diagnosing

tornadic potential in QLCS mesovortices.

To create profiles of MRMS products over the lifetime of each vortex, a 0.03◦

latitude by 0.03◦ longitude (∼3 km) box is centered around the coordinates of each

vortex center1 at all discrete height levels along its path. Rather than capturing the

direct profile at the exact location of the vortex center, the maximum value within the

boxed region at each height level is retained to provide a representative profile in the

vicinity of the vortex in an effort to reduce spatial errors caused by coarse WSR-88D

observations when relayed onto the same gridded space. The profiles are then placed

1For this work, the center of the QLCS vortex is defined as the location of maximum AzShear01
within the boxed region surrounding the vortex.
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on a time scale relative to tornadogenesis for tornadic mesovortices and relative to peak

maturity for null mesovortices.

To ensure an accurate distribution and to limit biased results from small sample

sizes on the time-height grid, the median of each grid point on the time-height cross

section is calculated if five or more data points exist, following similar methods de-

scribed in Davis and Parker (2014). Since not every QLCS vortex is traced backward

to 60 minutes prior to t0, the highest quality median and sample size are displayed

when considering the time frame between 20 minutes prior through 20 minutes after

t0.

When analyzing null mesovortices, the following must be considered. The absence

of a damage path defined in the NWS DAT along the path of each null mesovortex

provides high confidence that these mesovortices are truly non-tornadic. However,

a damage path may not be defined if a tornado was never reported. Unfortunately,

this plausible scenario is extremely difficult to address when approaching these rigorous

scientific questions. Therefore, it is assumed that each null vortex is truly non-tornadic,

yet some caution must be taken when interpreting the following results. An additional

caveat to these results is that regionality and seasonality are variable, given the dataset

retains QLCSs throughout the warm and cold seasons across the central and eastern

CONUS. Merely, this work aims to provide an in-depth analysis about the performance

of various MRMS products in a multi-radar framework on QLCS mesovortex evolution.

3.0.1 Azimuthal Shear

Significant differences between tornadic and null mesovortices exist mainly in the post-

tornadic or post-maturity regime after t0 regarding the median AzShear time-height

cross section (Fig. A.9). Mainly above 2 km AGL after t0, the median AzShear dis-

played in tornadic mesovortices remain much larger in magnitude relative to nulls,
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indicating a significantly deeper column of cyclonic shear (Fig. A.9a). This signal

persists for approximately 30 minutes after t0 until the enhanced AzShear weakens

rapidly (Fig. A.9a). Using the 0.006 s−1 isosurface as a proxy for the separation of

noise and signal in cyclonic rotation (e.g., Davis and Parker, 2014), the altitude of this

isosurface is situated at nearly 3.5 km AGL for 30 minutes after t0 in tornadic events

(Fig. A.9a). However, in null events, the column of cyclonic shear is approximately 1

km lower after peak cyclonic rotation is realized (Fig. A.9b). The prolonged period

of significantly enhanced cyclonic shear shown in tornadic events after t0 is a unique

feature shown in tornadic events alone. Thus, it is plausible that this signal may be

induced by the tornadic nature of these mesovortices, which are not present in the re-

tained null mesovortices. Further, AzShear variance is higher in tornadic mesovortices

when compared to nulls, especially below 2 km AGL, yet the maximum variance of all

tornadic mesovortices retained is two orders of magnitude less than the AzShear values

themselves (not shown). This variance may arise due to the regionality and seasonality

of the mesovortices sampled, however the variance remains small enough where noise

is suppressed in the median.

The identification of statistical significance between tornadic and null mesovortices

is performed using a Monte Carlo simulation iterated 10000 times. First, the difference

between the tornadic and null median is computed (e.g., Fig. A.9c). Then, a random

sample of identical size to the sample size of the observed tornadic mesovortices (e.g,

107 cross sections) are taken, however the individual time-height cross sections taken

at random are picked from either the tornadic or null mesovortex distribution. This

same method is applied to create a median cross section of identical sample size to that

of all observed null events (e.g., 139 samples). The median time-height cross section

of AzShear, in this case, is computed for these two random samples and the difference

between the two medians are retained. This process is repeated 10000 times to obtain a
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distribution of median differences made up of the random samples. At each grid point,

the percentile of which the observed median difference falls within in the distribution

of the random sample median difference is computed. For this work, if the percentile of

the observed median difference is below the 5th percentile or above the 95th percentile,

this grid point is significantly different between the observed tornadic and null median

time-height cross sections with 95% confidence (α=0.05).

Due to the coarse temporal resolution of the volume grid, each QLCS tornado

produced by each tornadic mesovortex cannot thoroughly be resolved making it difficult

to pinpoint the time at which each tornadic mesovortex enters and exits is tornadic

phase. Given the brief nature of most QLCS tornadoes, the first five minutes after t0

will represent the time frame analogous to the tornadic phase. During the first five

minutes after t0, AzShear below 3 km AGL is shown to be higher in magnitude more

often in null events relative to tornadic events (Fig. A.9c). Yet, the null events retained

here typically display a decrease in AzShear01 magnitude more rapidly after t0 when

compared to their tornadic counterpart.

Only a few significant differences exist prior to t0 during the pre-tornadic or pre-

maturity phase in the median AzShear time-height cross section. A few details are

illustrated in this regime that can be skillful in differentiating tornadic mesovortices

from nulls using AzShear alone. The first illustrating a signal of persistent cyclonic

rotation on the order of 0.008 s−1 displayed in the 1–3 km AGL layer throughout

the majority of the pre-tornadic phase of tornadic events (Fig. A.9a). A common

significantly different feature observed in tornadic events are deep plumes of enhanced

AzShear extending upwards of 3 km AGL from the near-surface, whereas these features

remain absent in null events prior to t0 (Fig. A.9b). This result remains consistent with

previous work detailing deeper columns of rotation in tornadic mesovortices using only
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single-radar analyses, especially in HSLC environments (e.g., Atkins et al., 2004, 2005;

Davis and Parker, 2014).

Between 20 through 10 minutes prior to t0, tornadic mesovortices display a larger

magnitude of AzShear between 2–3 km AGL relative to null mesovortices (Fig. A.9a).

Nulls however, realize a similar increase in cyclonic rotation beginning 10 minutes

prior to peak maturity or later (Fig. A.9c). Ten minutes prior to t0 through t0, null

mesovortices display significantly larger magnitudes of AzShear relative to tornadic

mesovortices below 3 km AGL (Fig. A.9b). These results signify that null mesovortices

may often display a peak AzShear magnitude larger than that of tornadic mesovortices

at the near-surface, yet the depth of enhanced cyclonic rotation at the time of peak-

maturity and shortly thereafter is often more transient in the case of null events.

Twenty minutes prior to t0, both the median AzShear in tornadic and null mesovor-

tices evolve quite similarly in the 0–3 km AGL layer (Fig. A.9). Hence, there exists

some ambiguity in using low-level AzShear alone as a proxy for diagnosing tornadic

potential. Such products include AzShear01 and 0–3 km layer-maximum AzShear

(AzShear03). Undoubtedly, both AzShear01 and AzShear03 are extremely skillful in

identifying QLCS mesovortices, especially since AzShear01 is used to identify and track

all tornadic and null events retained herein. However, the depth of the retained QLCS

mesovortices have been shown to vary over the course of their lifetimes (not shown).

AzShear01 signals pertaining to extremely shallow (≤ 1 km AGL) mesovortices may

not ever manifest in the AzShear01 signals, leading to a lower probability of detection

should these events arise.

It is well-known that the quality of radar sampling decreases as range increases away

from the radar, which is primarily caused by beam broadening. As range increases,

the height of the beam elevates as per the effects of Earth’s curvature. Consequently,

a radar sampling a mesovortex in far-proximity will not only return broad gates of
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reflectivity and radial velocity than a mesovortex in close-proximity, the mesovortex

in far-proximity will be sampled at a higher altitude by the lowest elevation angle set

native to the WSR-88D in question. From this, a mesovortex in far-proximity might

display higher returns of rotational velocity if the signal of rotation extends deep in

the column, thus raising the magnitude of AzShear. For example, if a QLCS vortex

resides approximately 100 km away from the closest radar, the 0.5◦ elevation beam

height at the location of the mesovortex will reside at nearly 1 km AGL. Therefore,

the 0–1 km layer will likely possess more samples closer to 1 km AGL than at the

near-surface, unlike samples from a mesovortex within 20 km in range from the radar.

At this range, the 0.5◦ elevation beam resides closer to the near-surface, around 170 m

AGL. Therefore, results comparing tornadic and null mesovortices regardless of range

from the nearest radar may induce a high-AzShear bias that favors mesovortices at

far-proximity from the closest radar. To ease the resulting high-AzShear bias induced

by range from the nearest radar, all mesovortices are grouped by their distance.

At t0, the mean and median range relative to the nearest radar are similar for

both tornadic and null events (Fig. A.10). Since both tornadic and null events are

characterized by a mean and median range of 75 km rounded to the nearest kilometer,

all mesovortices are organized into two regimes: close-proximity and far-proximity.

Close-proximity mesovortices are those that reside less than or equal to 75 km in range

from the closest radar at t0. Far-proximity mesovortices are those that reside in excess

of 75 km in range from the closest radar at t0. If a vortex manifests in excess of

75 km of the nearest radar and deviates into the close-proximity threshold by the

start of its damage path or at the time of peak-maturity, the vortex is classified as

a close-proximity vortex. The same ideology holds true for a vortex manifesting in

close-proximity and deviates into the far-proximity regime by t0, where the vortex is
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classified as a far-proximity vortex. However, the majority of all mesovortices retained

in the dataset do not cross-over into the other regimes during their lifetimes.

In terms of the AzShear evolution for close-proximity tornadic events, deep pro-

nounced plumes of enhanced cyclonic AzShear extend just above 3 km AGL during

the pre-tornadic phase (Fig. A.11a). However, close-proximity null mesovortices dis-

play a larger magnitude of AzShear below 2 km AGL prior to t0 (Fig. A.11b,c). In

close-proximity to the nearest radar, where spatial resolution is improved, it is evi-

dent that tornadic events display significantly higher AzShear above 2 km AGL while

null events display significantly higher AzShear below 2 km AGL beginning nearly 25

minutes prior to t0.

Tornadic mesovortices in far-proximity display significantly higher AzShear in the

lowest 3 km AGL from 60 minutes through 20 minutes prior to t0 (Fig. A.12a). Starting

10 minutes prior to t0, far-proximity null events begin to show significantly higher

AzShear below 3 km AGL up through t0 and onward (Fig. A.12b). For both close and

far-proximity mesovortices, the AzShear magnitude below 3 km is shown to be higher

in null events when compared to tornadic events. This signal is shown to manifest

approximately 5–10 minutes prior to t0. However, AzShear magnitude above 3 km

AGL is shown to be significantly larger in tornadic events starting 50 minutes through

20 minutes prior to t0 in far-proximity mesovortices and 20 minutes through t0 in close

proximity mesovortices.

Since AzShear below 3 km AGL is shown to be significantly higher in far-proximity

tornadic mesovortices relative to nulls beginning nearly 40–50 minutes prior to t0,

AzShear01 is able to highlight these significant differences as well (Fig. A.13). Small

overlap in the interquartile range (IQR) exists between tornadic and null events at

this time period in far-proximity mesovortices, yet much more overlap is apparent in

close-proximity mesovortices prior to t0 (Fig. A.13). Approximately 10 minutes prior,
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AzShear01 increases substantially in both close-proximity tornadic and null events,

catering no statistical significance (Fig. A.13a).

Even with the small overlap in IQR in during the period prior to t0, the IQR in tor-

nadic events is shown to be broad (Fig. A.13b). Upon further analysis, nearly 21% of

far-proximity tornadic mesovortices were actually pre-existing supercell mesocyclones

that merged into the parent QLCS from 30–31 May 2022 in the north central plains

of the United States. Supercell mesocyclones characterized by AzShear can be larger

in magnitude compared to AzShear measured in QLCS mesovortices (e.g., Davis and

Parker, 2014; Flournoy et al., 2022). In this instance, all tornadic mesovortices oc-

curring on this day reside at or above the median and subsequently raises the spread

in the IQR. Given that there exists little overlap in the tornadic and null IQR 20

minutes prior through t0, ambiguity exists when using AzShear01 alone to diagnose

tornadic potential in the QLCS mesovortices retained in this dataset. Similar results

are displayed for 0–3 km layer-maximum AzShear (not shown).

Close-proximity tornadic mesovortices are shown to display significantly enhanced

AzShear above 3 km AGL starting nearly 40 minutes prior to t0 (See Fig. A.11a,c).

However, 4–6 km AGL layer-maximum AzShear (AzShear46) seldom denotes statis-

tical significance when diagnosing tornadic potential in close-proximity mesovortices

(Fig. A.14a). Only some close-proximity tornadic mesovortices are characterized by

AzShear46 in excess of 0.012 s−1, while the 75th percentile of AzShear46 sampled in

close-proximity null mesovortices seldom reach 0.012 s−1 from 60 minutes through 10

minutes prior to t0. After t0, close-proximity tornadic mesovortices often display a

higher magnitude of AzShear46 relative to nulls when in their post-tornadic phase

(i.e., ≥ 5 minutes after t0). A rapid reduction in AzShear46 magnitude is apparent

in close-proximity null mesovortices after peak low-level cyclonic rotation is reached

(Fig. A.14a). In close proximity mesovortices 30 minutes prior to t0, tornadic events
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typically display an AzShear46 magnitude between 0.009 s−1 and 0.018 s−1 while nulls

display a range between 0.007 s−1 and 0.013 s−1.

AzShear46 in far-proximity mesovortices remain significantly higher in magnitude

relative to far-proximity null events from 60 minutes through 20 minutes prior to t0

(Fig. A.14b). Here, tornadic events typically display an AzShear46 magnitude between

0.01 s−1 and 0.018 s−1. During the same time frame, null events display an AzShear46

magnitude between 0.005 s−1 and 0.013 s−1. Beginning 20 minutes prior through t0

and beyond, no discernible differences are found between far-proximity tornadic and

null mesovortices in terms of their cyclonic shear in the 4–6 km AGL layer.

3.0.2 Divergent Shear

DivShear is able to quantify the divergence along the radial by using raw radial velocity

as input sampled by each WSR-88D used in the blended suite (Smith and Elmore, 2004;

Mahalik et al., 2019). Similar to the methods described to obtain profiles of AzShear,

the same method applies to compute DivShear profiles. By retaining the maximum

value of DivShear in the boxed region surrounding the location of the vortex at each

discrete height level, it is possible to quantify the amount of maximum divergence

surrounding each vortex to understand differences about the evolution of the pre-

tornadic and pre-maturity phases.

When including all mesovortices regardless of range from the nearest radar, tornadic

events display significantly higher DivShear beginning 25 minutes prior to t0 extending

from the near-surface through 6 km AGL (Fig. A.15a). This signal of enhanced diver-

gence on the order of 0.003 s−1 first manifests around the same time enhancements are

illustrated in AzShear, on the order of 0.008 s−1 (See Fig. A.9a). The persistent signal

of enhanced divergence throughout the 0–6 km AGL layer remains throughout the tor-

nadic and into the post-tornadic phase of the median tornadic mesovortex. Although
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the evolution of AzShear below 3 km AGL is quite similar between tornadic and null

events, the absence of enhanced divergence below 6 km AGL in null mesovortices is a

statistically different feature which can aid in the detection of tornadic potential among

mesovortices (Fig. A.15b,c).

At the median, tornadic mesovortices realize significantly higher DivShear on the

order of 0.003 s−1 first observed near 10 km AGL at 60 minutes prior to t0 that then

translates into the 0–6 km AGL layer beginning 20 minutes prior to t0 and lasting into

the post-tornadic phase. By computing the 6–10 km AGL layer maximum DivShear

(DivShear610), close-proximity tornadic events display higher DivShear relative to null

events beginning 40 minutes through 5 minutes prior to t0 (Fig. A.16a). Within five

minutes prior to t0, both close-proximity tornadic and null mesovortices are character-

ized with similar magnitudes of DivShear610, yet tornadic events illustrate a history

of higher divergence aloft. Similar results are shown for far-proximity mesovortices

(Fig. A.16b). However, far-proximity tornadic mesovortices realize an increase in Di-

vShear610 25 minutes prior to t0 compared to 40 minutes prior in close-proximity

tornadic events.

Close-proximity tornadic mesovortices relay significantly higher DivShear from the

near-ground through 10 km AGL not apparent in null mesovortices, yet this signal is

maximized in the 2–6 km AGL layer (Fig. A.17). Using the 0.006 s−1 isosurface of

AzShear as a proxy for vortex depth of these mesovortices, the transient plumes of

enhanced cyclonic rotation extend to a depth between 3–4 km AGL (See Fig. A.11a).

With this in mind, the DivShear maxima in these mesovortices reside near the top of the

median vortex, indicating divergence signatures atop the vortex related to an updraft

noted from 40 minutes prior to t0 throughout the post-tornadic phase. Moreover, a

significantly weaker signal of median divergence atop the median null mesovortex is
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evident, yet a similar magnitude of median AzShear is present suggesting a reduction

in updraft intensity throughout the pre-maturity phase relative to tornadic events.

Close-proximity nulls exhibit near-surface divergence extending to 4 km AGL begin-

ning 5 minutes prior to peak-maturity, yet this signal is much shallower when compared

to close-proximity tornadic events (Fig. A.17. Given that both close-proximity tornadic

and null events display a similar magnitude of DivShear in the lowest 4 km AGL, it

is plausible that this signal may resemble a surge in outflow as the magnitude of the

near-ground horizontal flow becomes amplified, yet the divergence signal related to the

outflow surge near t0 extends much deeper in the column in close-proximity tornadic

events.

In far-proximity tornadic mesovortices, there exists two separate regimes of signif-

icantly enhanced DivShear relative to null events (Fig. A.18a). Beginning 60 minutes

through 20 minutes prior to t0, DivShear is maximized in the 8–10 km AGL layer before

the secondary maximum is visualized the below 4 km AGL 20 through 10 minutes prior

to t0. Near t0 however, an amplification of DivShear below 4 km AGL is absent unlike

close-proximity tornadic events. Since these mesovortices reside at a greater distance

from the radars, it is possible an outflow surge may exist below the beam height of

the lowest elevation, removing the amplified DivShear signal near t0 apparent in close-

proximity tornadic events. This same explanation can be applied to far-proximity null

events.

3.0.3 Convergent Shear

To capture profiles of convergent shear, the same method used to capture DivShear

profiles is performed, except the minimum value of DivShear within the 0.03◦ latitude

by 0.03◦ longitude (∼3 km) box is captured at all discrete height levels surrounding

the location of the vortex along its path. Negative values of DivShear represent radial
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convergence and herein referred to as convergent shear for the sake of simplicity. Results

presented in this section will use the observed negative values of DivShear.

Both the median tornadic and null vortex time-height cross section display a maxi-

mum in convergent shear at the near-surface that decreases with height up through 10

km AGL (Fig. A.19). All tornadic and null events regardless of range from the near-

est radar display similar magnitudes of convergent shear below 3 km AGL, yet null

events are characterized with slightly higher near-surface convergence relative to their

tornadic counterpart. Beginning 20 minutes through 10 minutes prior to t0 , tornadic

mesovortices associate with a deepening and amplifying column of convergent shear

extending to just above 2 km AGL on the order of -0.005 s−1 (Fig. A.19a). This signal

illustrating the transient plumes of convergent shear is not apparent at the median in

null events, rather a prolonged period of deep convergent shear during the same period

of time (Fig. A.19b).

Tornadic mesovortices are characterized with significantly larger convergent shear

above 3 km AGL relative to nulls (Fig. A.19). As time approaches the tornadic phase,

convergent shear becomes amplified below 8 km AGL, noting an approximate 4 km

increase in depth over a span of 10 minutes when using the -0.003 s−1 isosurface as a

proxy for the depth of enhanced convergence (Fig. A.19a). Median convergent shear

in null events illustrate a quasi-steady convergent shear depth over time, both during

the pre-maturity phase and through the post-maturity phase (Fig. A.19b).

A significant difference between the two medians, invariant of distance from the

closest radar, is that tornadic mesovortices display deeper profiles of convergent shear

relative to the median null vortex prior to t0. The evolution of the pre-tornadic phase

displays transient, yet deep plumes of significantly enhanced convergence realized in

the 4–6 km AGL layer relative to nulls. In this layer, the transient plumes of amplified

convergence are observed to occur multiple times in a cyclic nature throughout the
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pre-tornadic phase (Fig. A.19a). This signal displaying a cyclic nature in enhanced

convergent shear in the 4–6 km AGL layer mostly occurs in close-proximity mesovor-

tices.

Upon investigating the evolution of the IQR of convergent shear for close-proximity

tornadic mesovortices, the spread of observed convergent shear magnitudes in this layer

becomes larger, indicative of increasing variability within the pre-tornadic phase (Fig.

A.20a). This result indicates that the evolution of mid-to-upper level convergent shear

varies substantially within the pre-tornadic phase close-proximity tornadic events. On

the other hand, the spread of observed 4–6 km convergent shear in close-proximity null

events is not as large (Fig. A.20a). During the pre-maturity phase, 4–6 km convergent

shear ranges from approximately -0.002 s−1 to -0.006 s−1 whereas convergent shear

in the close-proximity tornadic events range from -0.002 s−1 to -0.01 s−1 during the

pre-tornadic phase.

Due to the existence of large variability in 4–6 km AGL convergent shear in the

pre-tornadic phase, it is evident that about half of the close-proximity tornadic events

realize convergent shear in excess of -0.006 s−1 in the minutes leading up to t0. To pin-

point the exact processes involved allowing the close-proximity tornadic mesovortices

retained in the dataset to realize convergent shear in excess of -0.006 s−1 has yet to be

explored.

For tornadic mesovortices in far-proximity, the variability of 4–6 km AGL layer

maxima in convergent shear remains small during the pre-tornadic phase where con-

vergent shear ranges from -0.002 s−1 to -0.006 s−1 (Fig. A.20b). Similarly, convergent

shear in the pre-maturity phase of far-proximity null events are shown to range from

-0.002 s−1 to -0.005 s−1 (Fig. A.20b). From this, there exist only modest significant

differences aimed at diagnosing tornadic potential for mesovortices in far-proximity

from the nearest radar using convergent shear alone.
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A significantly more pronounced and deeper column of convergent shear extending

through 10 km AGL is displayed in close-proximity tornadic mesovortices beginning 20

minutes prior to t0 (Fig. A.21a). Close-proximity null events associate with a persistent

shallow column of convergent shear maximized at the near-ground throughout the

entire pre-maturity phase (Fig. A.21b). Approximately 5 minutes prior to t0, both

tornadic and null events display a deepening column of convergent shear, yet tornadic

events associate with a significantly deeper column that exceeds 10 km AGL when

compared to close-proximity nulls.

Far-proximity tornadic events are characterized with higher magnitudes of conver-

gent shear compared to far-proximity nulls at the near-ground beginning 40 minutes

through 20 minutes prior to t0 (Fig. A.22a). Transient plumes of significantly en-

hanced convergent shear appear during this time period in the pre-tornadic phase, yet

this signal is removed from 20 minutes prior to t0 through the tornadic phase. Nearly

10 minutes prior to t0, null mesovortices are shown to obtain significantly higher con-

vergent shear from that of their tornadic counterpart below 2 km AGL (Fig. A.22b).

Similarly, null events also display a significantly higher magnitude of AzShear during

the same period of time, indicating a signal that could resemble a localized area of

strong near-surface convergence associated with a localized low pressure perturbation

given the enhanced near-ground cyclonic shear.

3.0.4 Dual-Polarization Products

There are differences related to the maximum differential reflectivity (ZDR) within the

boxed region surrounding each mesovortex through time between close-proximity tor-

nadic and null mesovortices, mainly above 6 km AGL prior to t0 (Fig. A.23). Beginning

60 minutes through 30 minutes prior to t0, close-proximity tornadic events display a
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higher magnitude of ZDR below 6 km AGL relative to null events on the order of ap-

proximately 0.5 dB (Fig. A.23). From 30 minutes through 10 minutes prior to t0, a

signal denoting a reduction in ZDR is noted tornadic events, mainly below 2 km AGL

whereas a signal displaying an enhancement in ZDR below 2 km AGL is noted in null

events.

During the tornadic phase above 6 km AGL, the median ZDR magnitude is sig-

nificantly lower in close-proximity tornadic mesovortices when compared to all close-

proximity nulls (Fig. A.23). The results thus far have highlighted that deeper columns

of convergent shear and AzShear along with a persistent signal of enhanced DivShear

is illustrated atop the median close-proximity tornadic mesovortex, indicative of strong

rotation updrafts during the pre-tornadic phase. Given a significant reduction in DivS-

hear atop the median close-proximity null mesovortex, it is possible that the signal of

strong updrafts within the pre-tornadic phase are able to loft large hydrometeors away

from the vortex center, effectively lowering ZDR magnitude throughout the column in

the vicinity of the vortex.

Far-proximity tornadic mesovortices display significantly large ZDR below 6 km

AGL from 60 minutes through 20 minutes prior to t0 (Fig. A.24). Compared to close-

proximity mesovortices, far-proximity tornadic events display higher ZDR magnitude

relative to nulls in this layer 20 minutes longer in the pre-tornadic phase. Beginning 20

minutes prior to t0 through t0, ZDR magnitude above 6 km AGL is significantly lower in

far-proximity tornadic mesovortices relative to nulls. Both close and far-proximity tor-

nadic events show a similar evolution in terms of ZDR where tornadic events associated

with lower ZDR magnitude above 6 km AGL relative to null mesovortices.

During the pre-tornadic phase of the median close-proximity tornadic mesovortex

evolution, small enhancements in ZDR are collocated in time with small enhancements

in specific differential phase (KDP) early on in the vortex lifetime up through 30
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minutes prior to t0 (Fig. A.25a). Below 4 km AGL, the magnitude of KDP in close-

proximity tornadic mesovortices is significantly higher relative to nulls by 1–1.5 deg

km−1, especially between 60 to 40 minutes prior to t0.

Similar to the median KDP evolution in tornadic events, null mesovortices display

pulses of enhanced KDP, yet the magnitude of these pulses are on the order of 1–1.5

deg km−1 from 60 minutes through 10 minutes prior to peak-maturity and extend

to just above 2 km AGL(Fig. A.25b). However, an increase in KDP is realized 10

minutes prior to t0 of similar magnitude to that of the median tornadic vortex where

no significant differences exist between the two below 3 km AGL.

After t0, the magnitude of KDP tapers off dramatically 10 minutes after peak-

maturity in close-proximity null mesovortices while tornadic events maintain enhanced

magnitudes of KDP for approximately 20–30 minutes longer after the tornadic phase

(Fig. A.25b). Upon further analysis, similar results are displayed for far-proximity

mesovortices (not shown). However, KDP below 1 km AGL resides on the order of 3

deg km−1, while KDP below 1 km AGL in far-proximity null events are sampled on

the order of 2.5 deg km−1.

3.0.5 Product Correlations

Several notable differences have been observed between tornadic and null mesovortices

when integrating MRMS product profiles and correlating these products to others

during the pre-tornadic and pre-maturity phase (e.g., Fig. A.26). Across the range

of products discussed thus far, correlating each unique combination of products is

performed to assess whether differences exist between tornadic and null mesovortices

prior to t0. These products include layer maximum products for the 0–1 km AGL,

0–3 km AGL, and 6–10 km AGL layer, as well as the three-dimensional products for

AzShear, DivShear maxima and minima, total shear, and dual-polarization products
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such as ZDR and KDP. To generate a product analogous to the layer-maximum product

for each three-dimensional product, values were summed from 0.25 km AGL through 10

km AGL during the period prior to t0. A total of 552 unique combinations of products

are assessed. Correlations were calculated for every unique combination of products,

and a linear regression was performed on the resulting data. The coefficients of the

best-fit line were normalized by the standard deviation of the predictor variable for an

accurate comparison. The coefficients relating to tornadic and null mesovortices were

subtracted from each other to determine the pair of products exhibiting the greatest

difference in normalized coefficient, which will be discussed next.

A notable difference in product correlations between tornadic and null mesovortices

in close-proximity to the nearest radar is observed through integrated AzShear and

integrated spectrum width (Fig. A.26). Tornadic mesovortices, especially tornadic

mesovortices that produce EF0 tornadoes, are characterized by a distinct regime. Most

notably this regime consists of column integrated AzShear below 0.04 s−1 when column-

integrated spectrum width is greater than 50 m s−1 at some instance(s) during the pre-

tornadic phase (Fig. A.26a). Approximately 43% of this regime consists of data points

occurring at some instance between 20 minutes prior to t0 through t0, yet column-

integrated AzShear and column-integrated spectrum width are shown to reach these

thresholds at instances in excess of 40 minutes prior to t0. Further, this signal manifests

in approximately 11% (12 tornadic mesovortices) of all tornadic mesovortices retained

in the dataset occurring in all regions except the central plains, providing evidence that

this signal does not pertain to one specific region across the CONUS.

AzShear and spectrum width are positively correlated in both tornadic and null

mesovortices (Fig. A.26). Intuitively, an increase in cyclonic shear at a range gate

yields an increase in the radial velocity variance within the same gate hence increasing
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the spectrum width that is sampled. In tornadic mesovortices that spawn EF0 tor-

nadoes, the pre-tornadic phase is characterized by low column-integrated AzShear in

tandem with low column-integrated spectrum width relative to tornadic mesovortices

that spawn EF1+ tornadoes during their lifetime (Fig. A.26a,c,e). Throughout the col-

umn, a decrease in AzShear can be related to a downdraft signal yielding the presence

of anticyclonic shear in the vicinity of the vortex. Further, the decrease in spectrum

width can be associated with more uniform radial velocity measurements within the

gate from the effects of the surging outflow. However, it should be noted that this

signal occurs in approximately 11% of all tornadic mesovortices retained and in all

referenced regions of CONUS except the central plains. A higher volume of QLCS

mesovortices may provide additional insight, especially in tornadic mesovortices that

produce EF0 tornadoes.

In all tornadic mesovortices represented in the dataset, column-integrated AzShear

is larger with increasing spectrum width relative to nulls (Fig. A.26g,h). Tornadic

mesovortices have been shown to associate with deeper and stronger cyclonic shear

relative to their non-tornadic counterpart (See Fig. A.9). This relationship is correlated

higher in tornadic mesovortices (r2=0.65) compared to nulls (r2=0.48), indicating more

variability in column-integrated AzShear in null mesovortices.
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Chapter 4

Environmental Composites

Environmental parameters, such as the 0–3 km and 0–6 km wind shear magnitude,

0–1 km and 0–3 km storm relative helicity, the lapse rate at the most unstable lifted

condensation level (MULFC), 0–1 km mean mixing ratio, surface equivalent potential

temperature (θe), and surface-based CAPE are captured in the vicinity of all tornadic

and null mesovortices in an effort to understand whether differences exist and if they are

able to discern tornadic potential. Data was gathered from the Rapid Refresh (RAP)

archive with a spatial resolution of 0.18◦ in longitude and 0.12◦ in latitude (∼53 km x

∼34 km) and a temporal resolution of one hour. The environmental parameters at the

corresponding grid point in closest proximity to each mesovortex is captured at one

hour prior to t0, rounded to the closest hour of the RAP grid. This was performed in an

effort to prognose tornadic potential in all QLCS mesovortices prior to tornadogenesis

or peak-maturity.

All RAP data is subject to quality control, given the plausible scenario of ques-

tionable data at the grid point being retained for analysis. For each thermodynamic

and kinematic variable’s distribution, a value is removed if the value is beyond three

standard deviations away from the mean of the sample.

One hour prior to t0, modest differences exist in terms of the environmental shear

magnitude and storm relative helicity (SRH; Fig. A.27). The 0–3 km wind shear

magnitude represented in all tornadic mesovortices one hour prior to t0 illustrates a

bi-modal distribution (Fig. A.27a). Two peaks are set at approximately 13 m s−1 and
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23 m s−1 with a median of 21 m s−1 rounded to the nearest integer. The median 0–3

km wind shear magnitude represented in null mesovortices resides at 19 m s−1 rounded

to the nearest integer. However, significant overlap exists in the IQR.

The environment in the vicinity of null events are characterized with lower 0–1 km

SRH relative to their tornadic counterpart at the median (Fig. A.27b). However, two

peaks in null environments are realized were each peak is centered around 100 m2 s−2

and again at 450 m2 s−2. 0–1 km SRH in tornadic events are fairly uniform where 0–1

km SRH between 100–400 m2 s−2 is observed often within the hour prior to t0. There

are also instances where null mesovortices manifest in environments with 0–1 km SRH

exceeding 500 m2 s−2, a threshold in which no tornadic mesovortex retained in the

dataset has manifest in. Similar comparative results are shown for 0–3 km SRH (Fig.

A.27d).

In terms of deep layer shear, tornadic mesovortices reside in environments with

nearly 5 m s−1 more 0–6 km wind shear than their non-tornadic counterpart at the

median (Fig. A.27c). Often, the environment in which tornadic mesovortices manifest

is characterized with 0–6 km wind shear above 20 m s−1 (80% of all tornadic events in

the hour prior to t0) whereas null mesovortices often manifest when the 0–6 km wind

shear magnitude is below 30 m s−1 (72% of all null events). From results discussed in

Lovell and Parker (2022) and Ungar (2022), ambient deep layer shear in excess of 20 m

s−1 is associated with stronger and deeper mesovortices when compared to mesovortices

originating in an ambient environment with deep layer shear below 20 m s−1. From

the operational and experimental MRMS product time-height cross sections, tornadic

mesovortices are associated with a higher magnitude of AzShear and are shown to be

approximately 2 km deeper relative to their non-tornadic counterpart at the median.

Similar to the ambient environments characterized by kinematics, only modest dif-

ferences are found between tornadic and null mesovortices described in thermodynamic
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variables (Fig. A.28). One hour prior to t0, mesovortices that become tornadic during

their lifetime reside in environments where the lapse rate at the most unstable level of

free convection (MULFC) is 0.5 K km−1 lower compared to vortices that remain non-

tornadic throughout their lifetime at the median (Fig. A.28a). Moreover, a smaller

spread in the 0–1 km mean mixing ratio is evident in tornadic mesovortices, where

most tornadic events manifest in mean 0–1 km mixing ratios between 10–15 g kg−1.

The majority of null events manifest in 0–1 km mean mixing ratio values between 8–16

g kg−1 (Fig. A.28b). Similar results about the spread are illustrated in θe (Fig. A.28c).

Surface-based convective available potential energy (SBCAPE) is nearly 250 J kg−1

higher in tornadic events relative to nulls at the median (Fig. A.28d). A near-uniform

distribution exists for SBCAPE measured in the ambient environment one hour prior to

t0 in which tornadic mesovortices manifest. The resulting spread in measured SBCAPE

values where the majority of tornadic mesovortices manifest in is between 200–1000 J

kg−1, noting the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Contrarily, null mesovortices

often manifest in two regimes of SBCAPE, noting a bi-modal distribution. The ma-

jority of null events tend to manifest when SBCAPE is below 250 J kg−1 while the

secondary local maxima is in excess of 1000 J kg−1. Both of these regimes are within

the 25th and 75th percentile to that of tornadic events, noting an overlap in spread.

There exist modest differences in the ambient environment when diagnosing tor-

nadic potential, yet these parameters illustrate overlap in their IQR. Following suit

with Lovell and Parker (2022), the differences between parameters derived in the am-

bient environment of tornadic and nulls mesovortices are smaller than the magnitude

of the fields themselves, offering little guidance in determining tornadic potential when

used alone. A caveat to this analysis is that the RAP grids remain quite coarse in

both the spatial and temporal dimension relative to the small-scale mesovortices that

manifest within the parent QLCS. If lowered, it is possible that some environmental
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parameters (i.e., MULFC lapse rate, SBCAPE, 0–6 km wind shear magnitude, and 0–3

km SRH) may offer skill in diagnosing tornadic potential. This effort will be part of

future work.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

A total of 107 tornadic and 139 non-tornadic QLCS mesovortices stemming from 13

QLCS storms were tracked over the course of their lifetimes to statistically compare

tornadic mesovortices from their non-tornadic counterpart using both operational and

experimental MRMS products. For each QLCS storm, numerous WSR-88Ds surround-

ing each parent storm were blended onto a three dimensional grid space. Using the

WSR-88D level II data, operational products such as AzShear and experimental MRMS

products such as DivShear and total shear were computed onto the three-dimensional

grid space using the suite of algorithms housed in the WDSS-II framework.

QLCS mesovortices were identified using AzShear01 and tracked forwards and back-

wards in time relative to t0. In tornadic mesovortices, t0 corresponds to the time at

which the tornado was reported derived from the NWS DAT. In null mesovortices, t0

corresponds to the time at which AzShear01 is maximized along the path of the vortex,

noting peak-maturity in its measured cyclonic shear. This time essentially maximizing

the probability for a tornado to occur, yet failed to do so given the absence of a tornado

damage path in the NWS DAT.

To better understand the differences in mesovortex evolution leading up to suc-

cessful or failed tornadogenesis, vertical profiles of both operational and experimental

products were retained and statistically compared along the path of each vortex through

time. However, due to the coarse spatial and temporal resolution of each WSR-88D

used to generate the three-dimensional grid space of all products analyzed herein, true
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vertical profiles of MRMS products may not fully represent the vortex itself. Therefore,

the maximum value of each product is retained at all native height levels of the grid

space within a 0.03◦ latitude by 0.03◦ longitude (∼3 km) box surrounding the mesovor-

tex location to ensure that each profile is representative. The profiles for tornadic and

null mesovortices are compared statistically by subtracting the median time-height

cross section of each product.

5.0.1 Close-Proximity QLCS Mesovortices

Mesovortices retained in the dataset were split by distance relative to the nearest radar

where close-proximity mesovortices reside within 75 km in range and far-proximity

mesovortices reside in excess of 75 km in range. This was done to mitigate sampling

biases (i.e., beam broadening and beam height) of each WSR-88D used in the blend.

In composite vertical time-height plots of azimuthal shear, close-proximity null

mesovortices exhibit higher magnitudes of AzShear below 1 km AGL relative to tor-

nadic mesovortices. However, close-proximity tornadic mesovortices exhibit deep tran-

sient plumes of significantly enhanced cyclonic rotation during the pre-tornadic phase,

beginning approximately 50 minutes prior to t0. Transient plumes of enhanced cyclonic

shear of the same magnitude are absent in the median null mesovortex prior to t0. The

0.006 s−1 isosurface of AzShear, used as a proxy to separate signal from noise, is nearly

1–2 km deeper in tornadic events relative to null events. This result keeps consistent

with previous findings using single-radar analyses comparing tornadic and null QLCS

mesovortices (e.g., Atkins et al., 2004, 2005), and especially in HSLC environments in

the southeastern United States (e.g., Davis and Parker, 2014). Further, the multi-radar

analyses is able to resolve the evolution about the depth of these mesovortices as well

as illustrate signals of transient updraft pulses during the pre-tornadic phase, noted by

plumes of enhanced cyclonic shear and convergent shear.
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Approximately 20 minutes prior to t0, the median azimuthal shear in both close-

proximity tornadic and null mesovortices undergo a similar evolution in the lowest 3 km

AGL where amplifications in AzShear are realized of similar magnitude. Consequently,

in the context of this dataset, low-level layer maximum products of azimuthal shear

(i.e., 0–1 km or 0–3 km) exhibit some ambiguity in distinguishing tornadic potential

when used alone. Nonetheless, low-level layer-maximum azimuthal shear is highly

effective in the identification of most QLCS mesovortices.

Close-proximity tornadic mesovortices display significantly higher DivShear during

the period prior to t0 relative to nulls, indicating that the transient plumes noted in

AzShear might be correlated to rotating updraft pulses not observed at the same mag-

nitude in null events. Beginning 20 minutes prior to t0, tornadic mesovortices display

maximum divergence in the 2–6 km AGL layer that persists throughout the tornadic

and into the post-tornadic phase. However, 10 minutes prior to t0, null mesovortices

tend to display slightly higher near-ground divergence relative to tornadic mesovor-

tices, yet both show an enhancement at the near-surface. This signal can indicative of

near-ground acceleration in the horizontal wind field associated with a surge in outflow

at the leading edge of the parent QLCS storm beginning just prior to t0.

Close-proximity tornadic events are often characterized with significantly deeper

convergence that extends beyond 10 km AGL starting 20 minutes prior to t0 through

their tornadic phase and afterwards. In the 20 minutes prior to t0 in null events, deep

columns of convergence at the same magnitude to that of tornadic mesovortices is

absent at the median (∼-0.003 s−1). Below 2 km AGL from 60 minutes through 10

minutes prior to t0, close-proximity null mesovortices often obtain higher convergent

shear relative to tornadic mesovortices, albeit not a significant difference held at 95%

confidence.
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KDP in close-proximity tornadic events is often significantly higher relative to null

events. This signal is illustrated both in the pre-tornadic phase, tornadic phase, and

post-tornadic phase. High magnitudes of KDP are often shown aloft, extending up-

wards of 4 km AGL indicating that along with deep columns of cyclonic shear and

divergent shear, the rotating updrafts are often characterized with higher volumes of

hydrometeors acting to deflecting the beam by 2 deg km−1 or more below 4 km AGL,

indicative of precipitation-loaded updraft pulses. This signal remains an absent feature

in null mesovortices until 10 minutes prior to peak-maturity.

Following close-proximity tornadic mesovortices, the median ZDR time-height cross

section indicates a signal of decreasing ZDR below 4 km AGL throughout the pre-

tornadic phase while close-proximity nulls display a signal of increasing low-level ZDR

below 2 km AGL during the pre-maturity phase. Given deep transient plumes of

enhanced convergent and cyclonic shear are shown along with a mere 250 J kg−1

of higher SBCAPE in the tornadic mesovortex distributions, it is plausible that the

decreasing ZDR signal can be indicative of size sorting. Further, high magnitudes of

KDP on the order of 1.5-2 deg km−1 indicate that the resolved updrafts occur in regions

of high precipitation concentration. Thus, updraft pulses during the pre-tornadic phase

may act to loft hydrometeors away from the vicinity of the vortex, essentially lowering

the ZDR magnitude below 4 km AGL prior to t0.

In the case of null events, updraft pulses are of lesser magnitude relative to their

tornadic counterpart with a smaller magnitude of divergent shear atop the mesovortex

at the median. Given an increase in ZDR magnitude in the vicinity of these mesovor-

tices, episodes of updraft pulses during the pre-maturity phase may not be as efficient

when attempting to loft large hydrometeors away from the mesovortex center, leading

to a high concentration of large hydrometeors below 2 km AGL beginning 30 minutes

prior to peak maturity and onward.
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5.0.2 Far-Proximity QLCS Mesovortices

In far-proximity QLCS mesovortices characterized by AzShear, tornadic events display

higher AzShear relative to nulls below 3 km AGL beginning 60 minutes through 20

minutes prior to t0. However, 10 minutes prior to t0 an onward, null mesovortices

obtain higher magnitudes of median AzShear below 3 km AGL. This signal persists

throughout the time period after t0. A similar feature between close and far-proximity

QLCS mesovortices is that null events tend to display higher AzShear relative to their

tornadic counterpart 10 minutes prior to t0.

Two areas of amplified DivShear during the pre-tornadic phase are illustrated in

far-proximity tornadic mesovortices. From 60 minutes through 20 minutes prior to t0,

far-proximity tornadic mesovortices illustrate amplified DivShear above 6 km AGL than

transitions to the 0–4 km AGL layer 20 minutes prior to t0 through t0. In far-proximity

nulls, DivShear of the same order of magnitude to that of tornadic mesovortices is shown

below 1 km AGL, yet is more transient. The absence of enhanced median mid-to-upper

level divergence in null events is a compelling difference relative to mesovortices with

tornadic potential.

Tornadic mesovortices observed in far-proximity to the closest radar display tran-

sient plumes of enhanced convergent shear beginning 60 minutes through 30 minutes

prior to t0, indicative of transient rotating updraft pulses given given enhanced AzS-

hear at the same period in time. In a similar fashion to close-proximity null events,

far-proximity null events do not display enhanced convergent shear aloft, indicating

shallower updraft pulses throughout the time period prior to t0 given high near-surface

convergent shear.

Further, a similar signal represented in ZDR magnitude is shown in far-proximity

mesovortices to that of close-proximity mesovortices. A signal in the median time-

height cross section of ZDR illustrates a decrease in magnitude below 4 km AGL while
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null events associate with an increase in ZDR magnitude below 2 km AGL. Given that

signals showing transient updraft pulses are still resolved in far-proximity mesovortices,

it is plausible that these updraft pulses may act to loft hydrometeors away from the

vicinity of tornadic mesovortices retained in the dataset. Further, KDP magnitudes in

excess of 1.5 deg km−1 can illustrate that these updraft pulses associated with tornadic

mesovortices occur in regions of high precipitation concentration, a similar result to

that of close-proximity mesovortices.

5.0.3 Product Correlations

To further quantify and illustrate trends able to distinguish tornadic potential in QLCS

vortices, all three-dimensional products are integrated from 0.25 km AGL through 10

km AGL to produce a two-dimensional product such that all MRMS products analyzed

can be correlated. A total of 552 unique combinations of products were correlated

and linearly regressed to compare trends in the pre-tornadic evolution against the

pre-maturity evolution. When correlating column-integrated AzShear with column-

integrated spectrum width, it was found that the a distinct regime exists separating

tornadic mesovortices that produce EF0 tornadoes from the rest of the dataset col-

lected. When column-integrated AzShear falls below 0.04 s−1 in tandem with column-

integrated spectrum width greater than 50 m s−1 at some instance(s) during the pre-

tornadic phase, this signal is correlated highly for tornadic QLCS mesovortices that

produce EF0 tornadoes. This signal is apparent in approximately 12 tornadic mesovor-

tices (11% of all tornadic mesovortices retained) occurring in all regions of the CONUS

except the central plains. However, only one QLCS storm was retained from the central

plains. A larger sample size volume would bring higher confidence as to whether this

signal remains unique for tornadic mesovortices that produce EF0 tornadoes.
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5.0.4 RAP Analyses

One hour prior to t0, it is found that the 0–3 and 0–6 km shear magnitude and 0–1

km and 0–3 km SRH differ the most between tornadic and null mesovortices regard-

less of proximity to the nearest radar. The 0–3 km and 0–6 km wind shear magni-

tude is approximately 5 and 7 m s−1 greater in the vicinity of tornadic mesovortices

when compared to nulls, respectively at the median. The 0–1 km SRH and 0–3 km

SRH magnitude is approximately 80 m2 s−2 and 100 m2 s−2 greater in the vicinity

of tornadic mesovortices when compared to nulls, respectively at the median. How-

ever, these differences remain less than the actual values themselves indicating that

kinematic environmental parameters may struggle to distinguish tornadic potential in

QLCS mesovortices, similar to results described in Lovell and Parker (2022).

In terms of thermodynamic variables in the vicinity of tornadic and null mesovor-

tices, the lapse rate at the most-unstable LFC is approximately 0.5 K km−1 higher

in null events when compared to tornadic events at the median. This result can ex-

plain the suppressed and shallower updrafts in the minutes prior to t0 shown through

AzShear, DivShear and convergent shear noted in null events at the median. Fur-

ther SBCAPE remains lower in null events, suppressing upward motions from parcels

originating at the near-surface.

A much narrower distribution exists in terms of the 0–1 km mean mixing ratio in

the vicinity of tornadic mesovortices where the IQR ranges from approximately 11–14

g kg−1. The environment surrounding null events in the hour prior to t0 displays a

much wider distribution of 0–1 km mean mixing ratios, indicating high variability in

terms of moisture content during the pre-maturity phase of these vortices.

Both surface θe and SBCAPE are quite similar between tornadic and null mesovor-

tices at the median, yet SBCAPE is shown to take a much wider distribution of values

in tornadic events ranging from 0 to just under 1000 J kg−1 derived from the bounds of
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the IQR. Null events are characterized by a bi-modal distribution where the majority

of null events typically manifest in SBCAPE below 500 J kg−1 while a second majority

manifest above 1000 J kg−1.

5.0.5 Operational Applications

Considerable variability exists with regard to all gridded MRMS products presented

herein for both the retained tornadic and null QLCS mesovortices. This is especially

true 10–15 minutes prior t0, which may pose challenges for now-casting operations

aimed at assessing tornadic potential in QLCS mesovortices in a real-time operational

setting. The results offered herein can provide a unique set of tools that can sup-

port an increase in forecaster confidence when assessing tornadic potential in QLCS

mesovortices which manifest along the leading edge of the identified system.

From the retained tornadic mesovortices, deeper columns of both convergent and

cyclonic shear are present relative to their non-tornadic counterpart. Additionally, a

signal illustrating sustained divergence is present in the 2–6 km (6–10 km AGL) AGL

layer on the order of 0.003 s−1 in close-proximity (far-proximity) mesovortices. From

this, future work would include the development of a rotational and divergence depth

algorithm aimed at assessing the extent to which the dynamic response of a mesovortex

is realized within the column using the multi-radar analysis. Further, this algorithm

can be implemented into the WDSS-II framework which can be used in tandem with

TORP (Sandmæl et al., 2023) or other machine learning algorithms in an effort to

enhance probabilistic guidance on tornadic potential of QLCS mesovortices.
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1 Figures
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Figure A.1: A schematic of cyclonic-anticyclonic mesovortexgenesis in QLCS storms
via upward vortex-line tilting adapted from figure 16 of Atkins and Laurent (2009).
Vortex lines are represented in gold, the inflow and updraft denoted in red, and the
downdraft in blue. The green arrow is representative of the mesovortex and the gust
front position is annotated in black.
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Figure A.2: Schematic of QLCS mesovortexgenesis through upward vortex-line tilting
in (a) easterly shear where the cyclonic (anticyclonic) member resides to the north
(south) of the updraft and (b) downward vortex-line tilting in westerly shear where the
cyclonic (anticyclonic) member resides to the north (south) of the downward forcing.
Adapted from Weisman and Davis (1998) as their figure 5.
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Figure A.3: A cyclonic-only mesovortex adapted from Atkins and Laurent (2009) figure
3. (a) Rainwater mixing ratio (g kg−1) is shown in grey shading. Contoured vertical
velocity in m s−1 with thin dashed lines representing negative values and solid lines
representing positive values. Vertical vorticity is shown in thick solid contours begin-
ning and incremented at 1 × 10−2 s−1. Horizontal wind vectors are also included.
(b) Equivalent potential temperature (K) is contoured in grey. Air parcel trajectories
projected at 0.2 km are shown (solid black). The vector field represents horizontal
vorticity and is plotted as in (a). All fields in both (a) and (b) are plotted at 0.2 km
AGL.
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Figure A.4: Schematic of mesovortexgenesis and subsequent tornadogensis through
the release of horizontal shearing instability (HSI). The viewing perspective is looking
northwest from an elevated position. Adapted from Lee and Wilhelmson (1997b) as
their figure 24.
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Figure A.5: Regions of the Continental United States (CONUS) which include the
North Central Plains (NCP; blue), Central Plains (CP; green), South Central Plains
(SCP; gold), Southeast (SE; red), Tennessee Valley (TV; pink), and Midwest (MW;
brown) used to classify regions of all QLCS mesovortices retained in the dataset.
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Figure A.6: All tornadic (red) and non-tornadic (green) mesovortex paths tracked from
each QLCS storms retained in the dataset. All radars used in the blended products are
annotated including their locations (center of the blue circle), corresponding radial dis-
tance from each radar in kilometers, and corresponding 0.5◦ beam height in kilometers
AGL.
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Figure A.7: A histogram showing the 0–1 km layer-maximum azimuthal shear magni-
tude throughout the lifetime of all tornadic mesovortices retained in the dataset. The
mean (solid black) and median (dashed purple) are labeled.
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Figure A.8: Histograms of tornadic (red) and null (green) mesovortex lifetime using
(a) TRAQS, (b) TOBAC, and (c) TORP. The mean (solid black) and median (dashed
purple) are annotated.
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Figure A.9: The median time-height cross section of azimuthal shear following (a)
tornadic and (b) null mesovortices plotted against time relative to the (a) tornado
report or (b) peak maturity. (c) The difference between the tornadic and null median.
Gold stipplings represent significantly different grid points between the tornadic and
null median at 95% confidence (α=0.05). Values are contoured at 0.008 s−1 (dashed
black) and 0.006 s−1 (solid black).
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Figure A.10: The distribution of range [km] from the nearest radar at the time of
tornadogenesis for (a) all tornadic mesovortices and (b) all null mesovortices binned
every 5 km. The mean (solid black) and median (dashed purple) are annotated on
each panel and the sample sizes are annotated in each panel title.
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Figure A.11: Same as Fig. A.9, except for close-proximity mesovortices residing less
than or equal to 75 km in range from the nearest radar at the time of tornadogenesis
or peak-maturity.
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Figure A.12: Same as Fig. A.9, except for far-proximity mesovortices residing greater
than 75 km in range from the nearest radar at the time of tornadogenesis or peak-
maturity.
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Figure A.13: Median 0–1 km azimuthal shear for tornadic (solid red) and null (solid
green) mesovortices with their corresponding interquartile range (25th and 75th per-
centile; shaded) on the time scale relative to tornadogenesis or peak maturity. Sta-
tistically significant differences between the tornadic and null median at 95% (open
circle; α=0.05) and 99% (closed circle; α=0.01) confidence are annotated along with
the sample size for tornadic (ntor) and null (nntor) mesovortices in (a) close-proximity
and (b) far-proximity which is annotated in the title of each panel.
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Figure A.14: Same as figure A.13, except showing the 4–6 km layer maximum in
azimuthal shear.
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Figure A.15: Similar to Figure A.9, except showing the median DivShear maxima
within the boxed region surrounding the location of all (a) tornadic and (b) null
mesovortices retained in the dataset. Values are contoured at 0.003 s−1 (dashed black).
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Figure A.16: Similar to Figure A.14, except showing the 6–10 km AGL layer-maximum
DivShear.
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Figure A.17: Similar to Figure A.15, except showing the median DivShear maximum
for close-proximity (a) tornadic and (b) null mesovortices.
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Figure A.18: Similar to Figure A.15, except showing the median DivShear maximum
for far-proximity (a) tornadic and (b) null mesovortices.
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Figure A.19: Similar to Figure A.9, except showing DivShear minimum illustrating
the maximum convergence in the boxed region surrounding all (a) tornadic and (b)
null mesovortices retained in the dataset. Values are contoured at -0.005 s−1 (dashed
black) and -0.003 s−1 (solid black).
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Figure A.20: Similar to Figure A.13, except the 4–6km AGL layer-minimum DivShear,
illustrating maximum convergence.
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Figure A.21: Similar to Figure A.19, except showing DivShear minimum for close-
proximity (a) tornadic and (b) null mesovortices with (c) the difference between the
tornadic and null median.
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Figure A.22: Similar to Figure A.19, except showing DivShear minima for far-proximity
(a) tornadic and (b) null mesovortices with (c) the difference between the tornadic and
null median.
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Figure A.23: Similar to Figure A.9, except showing differential reflectivity (ZDR) max-
imum for close-proximity (a) tornadic and (b) null mesovortices. Significantly different
grid points at 95% (α=0.05) confidence are annotated as black circles. Values are
contoured at 2 dB (dashed black) and 1.5 dB (solid black).
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Figure A.24: Similar to Figure A.23, except showing differential reflectivity (ZDR)
maximum for far-proximity mesovortices.
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Figure A.25: Similar to Figure A.9, except showing the specific differential phase
(KDP) maximum for close-proximity (a) tornadic and (b) null mesovortices. Signifi-
cant grid points at 95% are shown as black circles. Values are contoured at 1.5 deg
km−1 (dashed black) and 1 deg km−1 (solid black).
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Figure A.26: The correlation between column-integrated azimuthal shear maximum
and column-integrated spectrum width maximum following each QLCS vortex in time
prior to t0 (shaded). Each product is integrated from 0.25–10 km AGL beginning 60
minutes prior to t0 and ending at t0 (shaded). Each panel on the left-most column
represents all tornadic mesovortices that spawned (a) EF 0, (c), EF 1, (e) EF 2+
tornadoes. (g) All tornadic mesovortices regardless of spawned tornado strength on
the EF scale. The panels on the right most column represent all null mesovortices for
comparison.
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Figure A.27: The distribution of kinematic environmental parameters derived from the
RAP reanalysis showing (a) the 0–3 km vertical wind shear magnitude, (b) the 0–1 km
storm relative helicity, (c) the 0–6 km bulk wind shear magnitude, and (d) the 0–3 km
storm relative helicity. The distribution of tornadic (left) and null (right) mesovortices
are shown on each panel captured one hour prior to t0.
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Figure A.28: Similar to Fig. A.27, except showing (a) the lapse rate at the most
unstable lifted condensation level (MULFC), (b) the 0–1 km layer mean mixing ratio,
(c) the surface equivalent potential temperature (θe), and (d) the surface-based CAPE.
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2 Tables
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Table A.1: The full dataset containing 13 total QLCS storms including the start date
of observation, their region of occurrence, the total number of WSR-88Ds used in
blending, the number of tornadic mesovortices sampled (Tvort), the total number of
non-tornadic QLCS mesovortices sampled (Nvort), the start time of observation, and
the end time of observation in UTC. The total number of tornadic and non-tornadic
mesovortices is shown at the bottom of the table in bold. Regions are organized
by North Central Plains (NCP), Central Plains (CP), South Central Plains (SCP),
Southeast (SE), Tennessee Valley (TV), and Midwest (MW).

Date Region Radars Used Tvort Nvort Start Time End Time
26 May 2019 SCP 5 7 8 02:00 07:00
9 April 2020 MW 5 11 8 23:00 05:00
24 April 2021 SE 4 5 7 10:00 15:00
21 June 2021 MW 6 2 11 02:00 07:00
13 October 2021 CP 7 10 23 00:00 11:00
27 October 2021 SE 6 4 14 16:00 00:00
30 March 2022 TV 9 23 7 18:00 06:00
5 April 2022 SE 14 19 10 13:00 00:00
13 April 2022 SE 5 7 8 19:00 03:00
30 May 2022 NCP 6 13 8 18:00 02:00
12 October 2022 TV 6 0 10 19:00 01:00
24 October 2022 SCP 6 1 14 09:00 17:00
5 November 2022 SE 12 5 11 00:00 12:00
Totals 107 139

Table A.2: The full dataset organized by region of the CONUS including the average
lifetime of tornadic mesovortices (TLifetime) and non-tornadic mesovortices (NLifetime)
in minutes and average path length for tornadic (Tpath) and non-tornadic (Npath)
mesovortices in kilometers.

Region QLCSs TLifetime [min] NLifetime [min] Tpath [km] Npath [km]
NCP 1 56.15 57.75 65.17 56.48
CP 1 71.13 53.25 96.22 66.08
SCP 3 48.1 71.48 40 56.98
SE 4 68.22 58.80 78.72 62.29
TV 2 64.87 54.94 68.09 54.13
MW 2 44.92 59.98 45.43 59.92
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